Issue 24, Spring 2015

Most members will know that SHA Chairman Madeline Cox died tragically and
unexpectedly on 13 January 2015. Sadly we had also lost the previous Chairman,
Gilbert Satterthwaite, on 20 July 2013. Madeline and Gilbert are seen here with
Madeline, then the incoming SHA Chairman, making a presentation to Gilbert to
mark his standing down after serving for 7 years (2004-11). The presentation took
place during the Council meeting held on the RAS premises in Burlington House on
12 November 2011 (photograph courtesy Roger Jones). Obituaries for Madeline and
Gilbert appear inside, together with the obituary for Richard Chambers deferred
from the previous issue.
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Editorial

Clive Davenhall
WELCOME to issue 24 of the SHA
Bulletin. This issue is long overdue,
for which I apologise. I hope that
changes to my circumstances,
particularly those relating to my day
job, will allow the Bulletin to return to
a more regular publication schedule
later in the year. In the meantime I
thank you for your patience.
Like its predecessor, this issue of the
Bulletin is overshadowed by the loss of
a valued colleague. As most members
will already know SHA Chairman
Madeline Cox died tragically and
unexpectedly
during
January.
Madeline was a Founder Member
of the Society, Librarian from its
inception and Chairman since 2011.
She made an enormous contribution
to the SHA and her many friends
and colleagues will greatly miss her.
In a final, and characteristic, act of
generosity towards the Society she
bequeathed her astronomical library
and a significant fraction of her estate
to it in her will. We carry an obituary
on p37 and many members will have
their own fond memories.
This issue also carries two other
obituaries, both held over from issue

23: for Gilbert Satterthwaite and
Richard Chambers (p33 and p45
respectively). Gilbert was also a longstanding Chairman of the Society
(2004-11). A natural gentleman of the
old-school in the very best sense of
that term, he was well-respected for
his wide knowledge of astronomical
history and particularly that of the
Royal Observatory Greenwich. The
loss of either Gilbert or Madeline
diminishes the SHA and to lose both
is a double blow.
In addition to the obituaries we carry,
as usual, several articles. One of these
is by Phil Barnard on the preservation
of the archives of Wolverhampton
Astronomical Society (p16). The
proper curation and archiving of
such material is directly relevant to,
and compatible with, the Society’s
Survey of Astronomical History.
Other astronomical societies, and
similar bodies, could usefully be
encouraged to undertake similar
initiatives to preserve the records of
their own history.
This issue also carries most of the
usual items, but there is no Survey
report this time. Roger Jones, who

has been Survey Coordinator since
the Founding of the Society has
regrettably stood down for personal
reasons. The development of the
Survey into an important resource
is largely due to Roger’s efforts and
both the Society and historians of
astronomy in general owe him a debt
of gratitude. As a small gesture of
appreciation for his efforts Council
recently unanimously agreed to
award him Honorary Membership
of the Society (see p4). We wish
Roger well. Kevin Johnson, who
until recently was Editor of The
Antiquarian Astronomer, has taken
over as Survey Coordinator and we
have every confidence that the Survey
will continue to prosper under his
stewardship.
Finally, we carry the results of the
Bookshop Competition announced
in the previous issue (p19). The
winner is Derek Jones for an entry
on Delambre’s Abrégé d’Astronomie
of 1813; congratulations and a small
prize go to Dr Jones. I hope that you
find something of interest amongst
the varied contents of this issue.
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Award of Honorary Membership to Roger Jones
Roger Jones has served as the Coordinator of the SHA’s County Survey of Astronomical History since the Society’s
inception and latterly has assisted with running the Society’s Library at the Birmingham and Midland Institute (BMI).
Sadly for personal reasons during 2014 he stood down from both positions and resigned from Council. Roger has
made an important contribution to the Society throughout its lifetime. In particular, the growth of the Survey into a
significant and important resource which is useful not just to members but more widely to historians of astronomy
is largely due to his efforts. The Society owes him an enormous debt of gratitude and in recognition of his services
Council recently unanimously awarded him Honorary Membership of the Society. The award will be formally
conferred during the Autumn Conference and AGM to be held at the BMI in October, but has immediate effect. In late
March the Society’s Acting Chairman, Kevin Kilburn, wrote to Roger advising him of the award and his letter reads
in part:
‘As a Founder Member of SHA, (No. 009), your contribution to the survey of our astronomical history in the UK and
to the Society as a whole, has been immense and deserves to be acknowledged. Indeed, your management of the UK
survey and the organization of the SHA’s Sir Robert Ball library at BMI, in collaboration with the late Madeline Cox,
has been invaluable and much appreciated during the first 12+ years of our existence; both have been and remain
mainstays of our raison d’être.
‘In your unfortunate
absence from the joint
SHA/BAA
Historical
Section conference at
the National Maritime
Museum, Greenwich, 28
March, your paper re the
current status of the UK
Survey was ably given by
Kevin Johnson. Before the
talk, which was very well
received, it gave me great
pleasure, as co-Chairman
with Mike Frost, to inform
all present regarding your
award; this was met by
a spontaneous round of
applause in appreciation
of your sterling work.’
We again thank Roger for
his efforts and wish him
well.

Roger Jones speaking on
the Survey at the 2007 SHA
Summer Conference held
at the National Maritime
Museum, Greenwich on 14
July 2007.
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News

Compiled by Clive Davenhall

De Revolutionibus
Recovered
A copy of Copernicus’ De
revolutionibus orbium coelestium
of 1543 which was thought to have
been destroyed by fire in 2004 has
unexpectedly been recovered. The
volume belongs to the Duchess Anna
Amalia Library in Weimar, one of
the most important public research
libraries in Germany and home
to a major collection of German
literature and historic documents.
It is named after the Duchess Anna
Amalia of Saxe-Weimar-Eisenach
(1739-1807) who founded the library
in the 1760s and housed it in the
Grünes Schloss (Green Castle), her
residence in Weimar. The building is
now a UNESCO World Heritage site.
On 2 September 2004 a devastating
fire broke out in the Castle which
consumed some 50,000 volumes,
the largest loss of library stock by
fire in Germany since the end of the
War. As is often the case during fires,
books were damaged by the water
used in fire-fighting the fire as well
as the fire itself. Many volumes were
saved by being passed by hand from
the burning building.
Since the fire the Castle has been
rebuilt, much of the lost stock has

been replaced and many damaged
items have been restored. At the
start of the restoration work the
damaged volumes were divided into
four categories, 1 to 4, with 1 being
the least damaged and 4 the most.
Restoration work started on the
volumes in category 1 and proceeded
sequentially to the other categories.
Last summer the conservators
examined the category 4 volumes
and were delighted to find amongst
them the copy of De Revolutionibus,
which had been presumed to have
been destroyed. Restoration of the
volume could then proceed and even
in its damaged state it was estimated
to be worth approximately $(US)1.8
million.
Gingerich’s census of the surviving
first and second editions of De
revolutionibus (which was made
before the fire) has only a few details
of the Anna Amalia Library copy. It
notes that it is a 1543 edition with
an errata leaf and that it has been
annotated with underlining near
the beginning, a few late sixteenth
century index notes and a drawing.
Further reading
Reuters has a report about the
discovery at URL: http://www.
reuters.com/article/2014/08/18/
us-germany-library-copernicusidUSKBN0GI1MD20140818
The English version
of the Duchess Anna
Amalia Library’s Web

site is at URL: http://www.annaamalia-bibliothek.de/en
For the census of surviving
editions see Owen Gingerich, An
Annotated Census of Copernicus’ De
Revolutionibus (Nuremburg, 1543
and Basel, 1566), 2002 (Brill: Leiden).

The Forsyth Sphere
Saga
The Forsyth Sphere has long been
a distinctive feature of Edinburgh’s
Princes Street sky-line. It is an
ornate armillary sphere some 8.5 ft
in diameter and about 14.5 ft tall.
In addition to the usual great circles
of an armillary sphere it has an
equatorial band with representations
of the zodiacal constellations. The
celestial sphere is supported by
three putti and garlands of leaves.
The sphere topped the R.W. Forsyth
building on Princes Street, a category
A listed building opposite Waverley
Station. The current owners, the
Arcadia Group, removed the sphere
without planning consent in March
2012 on safety grounds after a survey
indicated that it was in danger of
collapsing. It was expected that
the sphere would be restored and
returned in short order but it is still
missing.
The Forsyth building was originally
constructed in 1906-07 as a
department store for the Glasgowbased firm R.W. Forsyth. It was
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of the preparations for this change
revealed corrosion to both the sphere
and its supporting spire. The sphere
was removed for repairs and stored
in a metal yard in Fife where it has
remained ever since.

designed by the acclaimed architect
John J. Burnet (1857-1938), who was
notable for the ‘Burnet Baroque’ neobaroque style. The store was the first
fully steel-framed building erected in
Scotland and made early use of glazed
brick. The sphere that crowned it was
designed by the renowned sculptor
Gilbert W. Bayes (1872-1953). He did
not specialise in armillary spheres
but some years later was responsible
for Queen of Time clock above the
Oxford Street entrance to Selfridges
department store in London.
The Forsyth store flourished during
the mid-twentieth century but closed
in the 1980s when it was bought
by the Burton group. Early in the
twenty-first century Arcadia took it
over and it became the home to Top
Shop and Top Man. In 2012 the upper
floors were leased to Travelodge.
Maintenance checks made as part

Arcadia have declined to announce
any timetable for the sphere’s
reinstatement. In the meantime
various organisations have pressed
for its return, including the Cockburn
Association (a charity which works
to promote the conservation and
enhancement of Edinburgh’s historic
built environment), Historic Scotland
and the City of Edinburgh Council.
In January David McLean, founder of
the ‘Lost Edinburgh’ Web site started
an on-line petition calling for the
sphere’s return which by early March
had gathered over 4500 signatures.
On 12 February 2015 the City of
Edinburgh Council unanimously
agreed to serve an enforcement order
on Arcadia mandating reinstatement
of the sphere. The onus is now with
Arcadia and it is to be hoped they
will restore the sphere and return it
to its home.

The find is about three inches long,
unusually heavy, roughly cylindrical
and has a porous surface. It was found
with various other ritual objects such
as an amulet, an engraved bone
spear tip and an antler decorated
with geometric designs. There were
numerous antler, flint, wooden and
bone tools nearby.
However, the find is also described
as being composed of ‘natural pyrite’
which, if true, would preclude a
meteoritic origin (though it could still
have been used for sacred and ritual
purposes, of course). No analyses
of the composition of the find were
reported and in their absence any
meteoritic origin must be considered
unproven.

Further reading

Further reading

The Scotsman newspaper reported
the story on 22 and 23 January and
11 February 2015 and the articles
are available on its Web site at URL:
http://www.scotsman.com/

The PAP Science and Scholarship
in Poland Web site has a short
report about the find at URL:
http://scienceinpoland.pap.pl/en/
news/news,400865,archaeologistsdiscovered-a-meteorite-fragmentin-a-9-thousand-years-old-hut.html

The URL for the petition to restore
the sphere (which is still accepting
signatures) is:
https://www.change.org/p/arcadiagroup-reinstate-the-r-w-forsythsphere

Meteorite Worship in
Poland (or not)
It is well-known that many ancient
peoples worshiped or venerated
meteorites (see, for example,
Bulletin Winter 2013, 23, p7). Prof.
Tadeusz Galiński and colleagues of
the Institute of Archaeology and
Ethnology (IAE) PAS in Szczecin,
Poland have recently reported a new
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example. They have found what they
claim is a meteorite fragment that
seems to have been used for ritual
purposes. The find was made in
the remains of a shaman’s hut at a
site in Bolków on the shore of Lake
Świdwie, Western Pomerania, which
is believed to date from 9000 years
ago.

studies together under the aegis of
a new academic journal in order to
promote cross-fertilisation leading to an
understanding of the cosmologies of the
societies who constructed and used the
rich archaeological heritage now extant.
Consequently JSA encourages articles
that consider the relationship between
material culture, the sky and society
from a wide range of disciplines.

New Journal
The Journal of Skyscape Archaeology
(JSA) has recently been founded and
covers topics in ancient astronomy and
archaeoastronomy. It is concerned with
the role and importance of the sky in the
interpretation of the material record.
Currently, elements of this study can
be found separately in the disciplines
of archaeoastronomy, archaeology,
cultural astronomy, anthropology and
history. JSA brings these disparate

By bringing together current worldwide
research, regardless of period or culture,
JSA provides a shared interdisciplinary
forum for skyscape archaeology. For
example, landscape archaeology has
become concerned with exploring the
relationships between sites and the
landscapes in which they are situated.
Archaeoastronomers are also starting
to move away from simple alignment
identification towards interpretations
that take the landscape and the wider
archaeological context into account.
JSA bridges the gap between these two
fields to encourage more comprehensive
interpretations.
JSA is international in scope and
submissions are peer-reviewed. It
publishes several types of article
including: Theory and Methods Articles

dealing with methodological and
theoretical aspects of the discipline;
regular Research Articles which usually
address a research question or report a
case-study; Fora, where an important
question for debate is discussed and
followed by a series of short responses
from different scholars; and Reprints
of key papers in the discipline’s history
with new commentaries by modern
authorities. Book and Conference
Reviews will also be published but
potential reviewers should contact the
Editors prior to submitting a review (to
ensure relevance and avoid duplication).
JSA is edited by Fabio Silva (University
of Wales Trinity Saint David and
University College London) and Liz
Henty (University of Wales Trinity
Saint David). It is published by Equinox
Publishing, Sheffield.

Further reading
Further information about the JSA,
including subscription information
and guidelines for authors can be found
on the journal’s Web site: http://www.
equinoxpub.com/JSA

A Blue Plaque for Edward Lowe
Les Jepson

(As members will know SHA Chairman
Madeline Cox died tragically and
unexpectedly on 13 January 2015. An
obituary appears on p37. This article
by her long-standing partner Les Jepson
nicely illustrates both her work for the
Society and more generally in the history
of astronomy – Ed.)

county town. There is already a
blue plaque dedicated to Lowe in
Nottingham, installed by the Beeston
Local History Society. In 1880, for
reasons unclear, Lowe moved to
Shirenewton, a village near Chepstow
in Monmouthshire, where he spent his
last twenty years.

On Tuesday 15 July 2014, our SHA
Chairman, Madeline Cox, unveiled
a blue plaque in South Wales
commemorating a Victorian grand
amateur polymath, Edward Lowe.

Madeline had contacted the local
history society in Shirenewton a decade
or more ago when researching Lowe for
her SHA Nottinghamshire survey. Early
this year, the Secretary of that local
society, Dorothy Brabbon, contacted
Madeline. It turned out that Lowe had
continued his valuable meteorological
and botanical work, if not so much
astronomy, during his last years in
Wales, and another blue plaque was to be

Edward J. Lowe FRS (1825-1900), was
at one time the Lord Lieutenant of
Nottinghamshire, a JP and magistrate,
and a prominent amateur astronomer,
meteorologist and botanist in that

installed on the gate of his home there,
Shirenewton Hall. Mrs Brabbon wanted
to know if Madeline, through her SHA
connections, knew of anyone who
would be willing to unveil the plaque.
Various worthies were considered,
before it suddenly became obvious to
everyone concerned that Madeline
herself was the most suitable candidate.
Mrs Brabbon invited Madeline to do it,
and Madeline accepted.
15 July turned out to be a beautiful high
summer day. The Shirenewton Local
History Society organised an excellent
lunch at the local inn, and then we moved
the short distance to Shirenewton Hall
itself. We were joined by many other
interested parties. Besides the members
of the history society, there were pupils
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A Blue Plaque for Edward Lowe continued.
Les Jepson

from the local school; Lisa Backhaus,
the great-great-granddaughter of
Edward Lowe, and the local press.
The society chairman, Dr Ivor Cavill,
introduced Madeline, who then gave a
succinct but thorough account of the
life of Edward Lowe before unveiling
the plaque. The current owners of
Shirenewton Hall made us very
welcome and gave us a guided tour
of the beautiful gardens, which still
include some of Lowe’s ferns, another
of his interests.
This was a memorable day for the
Chairman and a first for the SHA.

Our thanks go to Shirenewton Local
History Society for the invitation, Mr
and Mrs Bailey of Shirenewton Hall,
Shirenewton Primary School and
the people of Shirenewton for their
enthusiasm and attendance.

‘Edward J. Lowe and the Nottingham
Observatories’,
The
Antiquarian
Astronomer, 2004, 1, pp6-10.

Further reading
Shirenewton Community Council
has a nice write-up of the unveiling at
URL: http://www.shirenewtoncc.org.
uk/events/.
Madeline Cox documented Edward
Lowe’s astronomical work in her paper

Tenth Anniversary Honorary Memberships
Clive Davenhall

The ‘SHA News’ in the previous
Bulletin (23, Winter 2013, p84)
should have carried an item about
the two honorary memberships
conferred during the Society’s tenth
anniversary year, 2012. However, it
was unfortunately omitted, though
the photographs to accompany it
were included. The complete item is
included below, as it was originally
intended to appear.
During 2012, its tenth anniversary
year, the Society conferred Honorary
Membership on two Founder

Members, Dr David Dewhirst and
Mr Richard Baum, in recognition of
their outstanding contribution to the
history of astronomy. Dr Dewhirst
was able to accept his Honorary
Membership in person during the
2012 Summer Picnic, held at the
Institute of Astronomy, Cambridge
(see Bulletin 23, Winter 2013, pp2729). Sadly Dr Dewhirst died during
2012 and an obituary appeared in
Bulletin 23, Winter 2013, pp46-49).
Mr Baum’s Honorary Membership
was conferred during the 2013

Spring Conference, held in York on
Saturday 20 April (see opposite).
Unfortunately Mr Baum was not
sufficiently well to be able to attend
the meeting, and Richard Sargent
accepted the Honorary Membership,
and a small gift, on his behalf.
The Society is most pleased to have
been able to honour two eminent
historians of astronomy in this
way, and privileged to count them
amongst its Founder Members.

(Left) Richard Sargent accepts, on behalf of Mr Richard Baum, Honorary Membership and a small gift from SHA
Chairman Madeline Cox during the 2013 Spring Conference held in York on Saturday 20 April. (Right) Mr Sargent
passes the gift on to Mr Baum on Sunday 28 April.
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SHA 2013 Spring Conference
Roger Hutchins

The 2013 SHA Spring Conference was
held on Saturday 20 April 2013 at the
Quaker Meeting House, Friargate, York.
This note of what was an exceptionally
successful conference is very late
because I was hoping somehow to
concoct for those unfortunate members
who could not attend an adequate
report of a set of truly outstanding talks.
However, for lack of a recording device
at the time, this has proven impossible.
This meeting was the SHA’s first visit in
York, and the Quaker Meeting House
provided an ideal venue and a warm
welcome. Thanks to the efforts of our
Publicity Officer, Mike Leggett, we
had a full house of sixty one attendees,
including twenty eight guests from
twelve Yorkshire astronomical societies,
and thirteen other guests including an
afternoon group from a local school
which teaches GCSE Astronomy and
who ran an excellent essay competition
for prizes put up by the SHA.
In the morning Mike Leggett gave a
talk on ‘Bryan Donkin FRS, Engineer,
Industrialist
and
Astronomer’,

David Gavine speaking on
‘Scottish Telescope Makers’.

emphasising his subject’s range of
interests outside astronomy. Richard
Sargent followed with a superbly
illustrated talk on ‘Russell Porter Arctic Explorer, Artist and Telescope
Maker.’
The SHA’s Chairman, Madeline Cox,
then announced Council’s election
of Richard Baum to Honorary
membership, in recognition of ‘his
almost unmatched contribution to the
History of Astronomy’. Unfortunately,
Mr Baum was not sufficiently well to
attend the meeting and the Citation
Certificate was accepted on his behalf
by Richard Sargent (see opposite).
Dr David Gavine is the doyen of
historians on Scottish Astronomy, and
his extraordinary nine-year research
for his PhD has led to an encyclopaedic
command of the subject. After lunch
his lively and very entertaining
presentation
‘Scottish
Telescope
Makers’ ranged across all sorts of
famous and/or eccentric telescope
makers and astronomers in Scotland,

defying my capacity for note taking.
He has also very generously donated
a copy of his thesis and several rare
books on Scottish astronomers to the
SHA Library, and these are gradually
being used to add biographical and
observatory ‘stubs’ to the SHA on-line
Survey, in addition to being important
resources in their own right. Lee
Macdonald followed with a superb
presentation, ‘Isaac Roberts, E.E.
Barnard, and the Mysterious Nebulae’.
Fortunately this valuable work has been
published in full in the Journal of the
History of Astronomy. The afternoon
concluded with Professor Sir Arnold
Wolfendale talking about ‘The History
of Cosmic Ray Astronomy’, an area of
physical research in which he has long
played a leading role.
We all left York after a most enjoyable
day, determined to return. An
additional happy result was that Sir
Arnold accepted the SHA’s invitation
to be one of our two Honorary VicePresidents

Mike Leggett speaking on
Richard Sargent speaking
‘Bryan Donkin FRS, Engineer,
on ‘Russell Porter - Arctic
Industrialist and Astronomer Explorer, Artist and Telescope
Maker’

Top row, left to right.
The Quaker Meeting House,
Friargate, York where the
meeting was held.
Members of the audience
prepare to listen to the talks.
Lee Macdonald speaking on
‘Isaac Roberts, E.E. Barnard,
and the Mysterious Nebulae’.
Professor Sir Arnold
Wolfendale speaking on
‘The History of Cosmic Ray
Astronomy’.
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SHA 2014 Annual Picnic
Les Jepson

On Saturday the 12 July 2014 the
SHA Summer Picnic was held in
Greenwich Park. There were twentythree attendees: twenty members and
friends of the SHA and three members
of the Flamsteed Astronomy Society,
which is based at the Royal Greenwich
Observatory. The weather was ideal:
sunny and warm but not too hot.
The picnic took place under the shade
of a large tree near the giant ship-ina-bottle behind the National Maritime
Museum. A room in the museum had
been allocated in case of rain, and was
still used for providing tea and coffee.
After the refreshments we were split
into two groups for the special guided
tour of the museum’s latest exhibition,
Ships, Clocks and Stars: The Quest for
Longitude.
The exhibition was excellent, telling the
story chronologically and illustrated
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with artefacts, paintings and state-ofthe-art graphics. There is even a lifesize reconstruction of an eighteenth
century coffee shop, the sort of place
where ideas were thrashed out. A
very well thought out exhibit is a large
conference table where the visitor
is invited to pause and listen to the
various arguments for and against
the different proposals for solving the
longitude problem.
The big draws are, of course, John
Harrison’s chronometers. H1, H2, H3
and H4 are all there – the originals.
Also included are other chronometers,
notably Larcum Kendall’s copies of
Harrison’s H4. Arguably the most
famous of Kendall’s pieces is K2, which
set sail on the fateful voyage of HMS
Bounty. This chronometer was retained
by the canny mutineers, thus forcing
Lieutenant William Bligh to achieve
probably the greatest feat in the history

of navigation using little more than
dead reckoning.
The exhibition is a veritable cornucopia
of maritime and astronomical history.
There are well-known original portraits
of key participants: Harrison, Halley,
Captain Cook and others, as well as
sextants, quadrants, astrolabes, maps
and charts. The Longitude Act of
1714 is itself on public display for the
first time. I particularly liked Neville
Maskelyne’s padded silk observing suit:
just the job for a cold winter’s night!
The exhibition ran until 4 January 2015
and comes highly recommended.
Our thanks go to Lizelle de Jager,
Louise Devoy and the catering staff at
Greenwich, as well as our Chairman,
for organising what was all in all, a
delightful day.

Visitors enjoy one of the galleries in the exhibition
(photograph courtesy the National Maritime
Museum).

John Harrison’s timepieces on display in
the exhibition Ships, Clocks and Stars: The
Quest for Longitude (photograph courtesy the
National Maritime Museum).

Members and guests settle to the picnic (photograph
courtesy Madeline Cox).

Members and guests enjoy refreshments in
the room provided by the National Maritime
Museum (photograph courtesy Madeline
Cox).

Astronomical Snippets from Grace’s Guide, Part I: 1856–68
Paul Haley

Grace’s Guide to British Industrial
History
(http://www.gracesguide.
co.uk) is a free-content not-forprofit project dedicated to publishing
the history of industry in the UK
and elsewhere. The project was
started in 2007 by Andrew Tweedie
(b1947- ) and is named after his
grand-daughter Grace who was born
around the same time. Andrew’s blog
(http://www.gracesguide.co.uk/Blog)
suggests (March 2014) this online
resource is visited by 2,800 people
with about 10,000 pages accessed
daily. A search facility is provided;
alternatively copies can be quickly
scanned as PDF downloads.
This short paper (the first of three)
highlights some of the astronomical
snippets which are featured in the
early decades of The Engineer. Over
200 volumes dating from 1856-1960
are available online thanks to the
generosity of The Engineer (Centaur
Communications), Bristol Reference
Library and the volunteers and
trustees of Grace’s Guide. At the

time of writing (April 2014) nearly
all the copies have been located
and scanned. This paper focuses on
nineteenth century astronomical
material especially where important
engravings are included. In practice
the online pages will repay historians
many, many hours of investigation,
and do not be surprised if the huge
breadth of topics available leads to
unexpected lines of enquiry!
Vol. 2 (1856) 24 October pp571572, Astronomical expedition to
Teneriffe
A fascinating account by Charles
Piazzi Smyth (1819-1900) the
Astronomer Royal for Scotland of his
1856 expedition to the Canary Islands
to test high altitude observing sites.
Accompanied by his wife Jessica,
née Duncan (1815-1896), the Smyth
expedition included astronomical
testing at Mount Guajara and Alta
Vista with both a 3 inch refractor and
a 7¼ inch refractor of 12 feet focus.
The expedition lasted 117 days, in
Smyth’s words: ‘of these 36 have been
spent at sea, 18 in the lowlands of
Teneriffe, 37 at the height of 8,870
feet, and 26 at the height of 10,900
feet.’
Vol. 4 (1857) 04 September pp165168, BAAS – Dublin
The meeting of the British
Association for the Advancement of
Science was held in Dublin in 1857.
In this four-page summary we note
that among the guests is one ‘M.
Foucault’. Astronomical items include
a report on the new photoheliograph
at the Kew Observatory and a review
of astronomical discoveries by the
President, Lord John Wrottesley
(1798-1867). However the Section
A presentation in French by M.
Léon Foucault (1819-1868) ‘on a
telescope speculum of silvered glass’
whilst ‘warmly applauded’ appears
to then be discounted by Wrottesley

in his vote of thanks – Foucault
being advised that ‘the great six foot
speculum [of Lord Rosse] was put
into the machine and polished itself
in five hours’!
Vol. 10 (1860) 06 July pp1-2, BAAS
- Oxford
Wrottesley’s opening address to
the BAAS at the Oxford meeting in
1860 again begins with a review of
astronomy, including reference to the
solar flare seen by Carrington and
Hodgson the previous September,
and the corresponding magnetic
disturbance recorded at the Kew
Observatory. The controversy over
the acceleration of the Moon’s
motion is also outlined, together with
the publication by the Astronomer
Royal, Mr George Airy (1801-92),
of all lunar observations made at
Greenwich for the period 1750-1830.
Vol. 10 (1860) 10 August p89, The
late eclipse of the Sun
A full description by Mr Warren
de la Rue (1815-1889) of his
observations at Rivabellosa, Spain
of the total solar eclipse of the Sun
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surface’. He advocated the volcanic
theory for crater formation using
four engravings. These appeared in
varying formats up to 1874 when
Nasmyth and James Carpenter
(1840-99) would publish their book:
The Moon, considered as a Planet, a
World and a Satellite. Within a year
of this RI presentation Nasmyth and
Carpenter had visited Vesuvius to
study its eruption features first-hand.

on 18 July, 1860 is given. The eclipse
is significant in being amongst the
earliest to be photographed. The
Kew photoheliograph was used with
de la Rue using a 3 inch Dallmeyer
refractor. Thirty-one photographs
were obtained during totality, despite
the problems of dust, noisy spectators
and cloudy weather immediately
prior to the eclipse.
Vol. 11 (1861) 22 March p184,
On the structure of the luminous
envelope of the Sun
A report from the Manchester
Literary and Philosophical Society
meeting of 05 March, 1861 describes
a ‘discovery’ by Mr James Nasmyth
(1808-1890). Nasmyth was then
observing from Hammerfield at
Penshurst, Kent and initiated the
controversy over solar granulation
by suggesting that a ‘willow-leaf
structure’ could be observed in
moments of excellent seeing. He
urged observers to focus their
attention near to sunspots, especially
where a light bridge might also be
formed. Nasmyth used a mirror of
plane glass set at an angle of 45º.
Vol. 15 (1863) 03 April p187, On
the photographic transparency of
bodies…
The beginning of astronomical
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spectroscopy often celebrates the
pioneering work of William Huggins
(1824-1910) who was knighted in
1897. This snippet focuses on a paper
presented to the Royal Institution
on 06 March, 1863 by his colleague
Professor William Allen Miller
(1817-1870). His paper includes ‘the
photographic spectra of the elements’
and provides an interesting chemist’s
perspective on the work that would
lead to Huggins and Miller jointly
being awarded the Gold Medal of the
RAS four years later.
Vol. 18 (1864) 05 August p83,
Physical aspects of the Moon’s
surface
James Nasmyth’s paper at the Royal
Institution on 20 May, 1864 is titled
‘On the physical aspects of the Moon’s

Vol. 20 (1865) 06 October pp214215, Applications of the spectral
analysis…
Lord Wrottesley’s inaugural address as
president of the Midland Institute on
‘the recent applications of the spectral
analysis to astronomical phenomena’
is described. An interesting overview
of the contributions made by different
scientists on absorption spectra is
given including an observation in
1849 by Foucault: ‘I caused a solar
image … to fall upon the [voltaic] arc
itself, an arrangement by which I was
able to observe simultaneously the
superposed solar and electric spectra
… the double brilliant line of the arc
coincided exactly with the double
black line D of the solar light’.
Vol. 20 (1865) 01 December pp351352, The Royal Observatory at
Greenwich
The engineering details of the
Greenwich Transit Circle, designed
by Airy, are explained in this snippet.
The altazimuth instrument and the
Merz refractor are also described.

Vol. 21 (1866) 26 January p62,
Physical constitution of the Sun
Observations of the 1865 solar eclipse
made in Chile by Père Cappelletti
and by the Palermo astronomer M.
Sacchini are given.
Vol. 21 (1866) 26 January p.67, RAS
A short snippet describing a
Wednesday evening ‘reception’ given
by Warren de la Rue at the RAS for
‘members and their lady friends’,
including a list of those attending.
Vol. 21 (1866) 23 February pp137138, The BA Observatory at Kew
The first part (of two) of a paper on
Kew Observatory; since 1859 Kew
had been under the superintendence
of Mr Balfour Stewart (1828-1887).
Barometers and magnetographs are
described and an engraving of the
‘sun-spot photographing apparatus’
is included.
Vol. 21 (1866) 02 March pp159-160,
The BA Observatory at Kew
The second part (of two) of a paper
on Kew Observatory focuses on
the photo-heliograph, which is
used every sunny day by a ‘Miss
Beckley’ to photograph the Sun.

Details are also given of ‘one of the
largest spectroscopes in the world’.
Constructed by Mr John Browning
(1831-1925) with a train of nine glass
prisms the instrument is steadily
mapping the solar spectrum. Other
instruments include the Kew air
thermometer which has been used
to accurately determine the freezing
point of mercury.
Vol. 22 (1866) 14 December p464,
Optical achromatism
This snippet includes reference to
Mr William Wray (1829-85) and
his observatory at Highgate Hill. It
also includes Wray’s development of
‘meniscus films’ to cement objectives
together to overcome chromatic
aberration.
Vol. 23 (1867) 22 February p153,
On modern improvements in the
telescope
Further details of Wray lenses are
described together with the historical
development of refractors.
Vol. 23 (1867) 22 February p153,
The spots on the Sun
A short snippet suggesting that ‘the
spots on the Sun are connected with
the motions of Venus
and Jupiter’. The
proposal, stemming
from Messrs. de la
Rue, Stewart and
Loewy,
at
Kew
Observatory, seems
surprising today but
was submitted to the
Royal Society.
Vol. 24 (1867) 13
September
p224,
Report of the Lunar
Committee
The Lunar Committee
existed, as part of the
British Association
Section A, to examine
the evidence for
changes in the lunar
surface.
Suspected
craters,
plains,
mountains, valleys,

amounting to some 1500 objects in
all, were detailed in twelve bound
folio volumes as a reference set for
the epoch 1863-67. Controversy
over the crater Linné might have
been addressed sooner had the
Committee’s work extended further,
argued William Birt (1804-81) of the
selenography group.
Vol. 24 (1867) 22 November pp447448, Spectrum analysis
A detailed overview of the emerging
science of spectroscopy is given by
Professor Miller.
Vol. 25 (1868) 17 January pp35-37,
Spectroscopic photography
Professor Miller provides further
details of practical results including
ultra-violet investigations.
Vol. 25 (1868) 22 May pp374376, How Mr Warren de la Rue
photographed the Moon
To explore the workings of a firstclass observatory is always enjoyable.
This paper gives a fascinating
tour of the Cranford Observatory,
Middlesex and reveals the secrets
of how Warren de la Rue and his
photographic assistant, Mr Reynolds,
obtained their lunar photographs.
Vol. 26 (1868) 25 September p245,
Observations of the solar spectrum
in high latitudes
A short snippet about M.G.
Gladstone, who used a direct-vision
spectroscope to study the spectrum
of the Sun from an unusual location:
the Norwegian fjords!
Vol. 26 (1868) 25 September pp245246, … spectrum analysis as applied
to the heavenly bodies
William Huggins described his
work (with Miller) on the fixed
stars, nebulae, comets, sunspots and
planets.
Vol. 26 (1868) 06 November pp344346, The great eclipse of the Sun – 1
The first part (of two) of a detailed
paper describing the total solar
eclipse of 18 August 1868. It
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includes interesting accounts from
locations along the eclipse track
and has diagrams of some of the
instruments used, including the 9¼
inch silvered glass reflector made
by John Browning for the Indian
Government.

Vol. 26 (1868) 13 November pp370372, The great eclipse of the Sun – 2
The second part (of two) of the paper
describing the 18 August eclipse.
Vol. 26 (1868) 20 November p384,
RAS
A report of the November meeting of
the RAS.

Vol. 26 (1868) 27 November pp397398, Solar eclipses
A review of the spectroscopic and
photographic discoveries arising
from the 18 August eclipse.

Unlocking the Universe
Paul Haley

1920) one hundred years ago – just
before the Solar Physics Observatory
(SPO) in Kensington was closed. One
plate revealed the layout of the East
Laboratory at the time (Figure 2).

The Lifelong Learning Programme
of the European Union supported
the project Unlocking the Universe
(UTU) during 2011-13. UTU was
an adult learning partnership led
by Space Today UK and involved
institutions in France, Poland,
Slovakia and the UK in producing
illustrated case studies of one
scientist from each country. Staff and
learners hosted a workshop in each
country and outcomes included a
stained glass panel and project film
(Figure 1). This short paper describes
some of the research undertaken and
workshop activities.
The launch workshop was held in
Hereford and Cambridge in October
2011. Since 2011 was the International
Year of Chemistry (IYC-2011)
partners agreed to include a focus
on how the chemistry of the Sun
and the stars was unlocked using
spectroscopy. At the invitation of
Mark Hurn, Librarian at the Institute
of Astronomy Library, Cambridge,
approximately 250 glass plates had
already been digitally scanned by
Paul Haley. These were taken for
Sir Joseph Norman Lockyer (1836-
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During our visit to Cambridge we
viewed some of the SPO wooden huts
that had been transferred and also
Lockyer’s first paper with drawings
of Mars from the opposition in 1862.
At this time he was using a 6¼ inch
Cooke refractor and was able to
observe considerable planetary detail
(Figure 3).

The group visited the Stained Glass
Museum at Ely and the Whipple
Museum for the History of Science
in Cambridge. A presentation by
Lisa Jardine-Wright at the Cavendish
Laboratory
was
particularly
appreciated by our Polish visitors.
With the support of Carolin
Crawford, Gresham Professor of
Astronomy, a public evening lecture
for UTU was also given by Paul
Haley.
The second workshop was held in
Arles and Marseille in May 2012.
Our French partner was the Centre
de Conservation du Livre who
specialised in developing a digital
platform of resources (www.ecorpus.org). They had linked with
the Observatoire de Marseille: visits
to the Astronomical Observatory of
Marseille-Provence and Laboratoire
d’Astrophysique de Marseille were

excellently hosted by Michel Marcelin
(Figure 4). Our Slovak partners had
organised a practical demonstration
to
beautifully
illustrate
the
presentation of Lladislav Hric on the
early history of spectroscopy across
Europe. A visit to the exhibition
‘Water in the Universe’ organised
by the Andromeda association –
Longchamp was then followed by a
public lecture in French by William
Tobin on ‘Léon Foucault, the
astronomical telescope and Marseille’.

Léon Foucault (1819-68) was
the French scientist chosen for
project UTU. The one hundred and
fiftieth anniversary of Foucault’s
determination of the speed of light
was in 2012. He used a rapidly
rotating mirror method to calculate
a value within 1% of the modern
accepted value. However it was his
earlier development of silvered-glass
mirrors which the UTU members
were keen to research in Marseille.
The opportunity to photograph
Foucault’s main biographer reflected
in his 80 cm mirror proved too good
to miss (Figure 5)!

Surprisingly this mirror had a convex
back in addition to the grooved
edge which was presumably needed
during grinding and polishing.
The third workshop was held in
Hurbanovo and Budapest in October
2012. Our Slovak partner was the
Slovak Central Observatory which
is located at the former Ógyalla
Observatory founded by Miklós
Konkoly-Thege
(1842-1916).
Konkoly is relatively unknown
in the UK but was responsible
for developing instrumentation,
astronomy,
meteorology
and
geophysics in Hungary from 1871
onwards. In many ways there are
a number of parallels that can be
drawn between the lives of Lockyer
and Konkoly, a subject that may well
feature in a future SHA publication,
although it is not documented that
they ever met.
At Hurbanovo the UTU members
finalised their choice of ten key
images for each science pioneer
and learnt about the history of
the geomagnetism observatory,
which includes the oldest working
seismograph
in
Europe.
A
presentation by our French colleague
Jean-Pierre Sivan on ‘Planets around
other stars: the dream became reality’
was enjoyed by all. Tours of the
observatory facilities proved popular.
These included both the historic
cupola observatory (Figure 6) and
the more recent solar observatories.
At Budapest a visit to the Konkoly

Observatory (Figure 7) included
examination of a range of original
manuscripts and books courtesy of
librarian/astronomer Andreas Holl.
A visit to the Budapest Planetarium
concluded the workshop.
The final workshop for project UTU

was held in Olsztyn and Toruń
in May 2013. Our Polish partner
was the Olsztyn Planetarium and
Astronomical Observatory (OPAO)
who specialise in outreach linked to
Nicolaus Copernicus (1473-1543).
Five hundred years have elapsed
since Copernicus observed the skies
from Frombork, so it was particularly
pleasing to visit the cathedral there
and also other historic venues on the
Copernicus Trail in Warmia.
The University of the Third Age
group at Olszytn works closely
with OPOA staff and for project
UTU had developed multi-sensory
astronomical resources for visuallyimpaired learners. One especially
good idea was to demonstrate eclipses
using models and a hair dryer – with
the learners (many in their senior
years) feeling the ‘shadow’ effect by
the blower being turned off.
Jacek Szubiakowski, the OPOA
Director, was presented with an
UTU stained glass panel. This
acid-etched panel, designed and
made by Paul Haley (Figure 8),
incorporates key elements of project
UTU: a Foucault pendulum, a
solar eclipse, the retrograde loop of
Mars, the Hydrogen spectrum and
a representation of the Copernicus
‘astronomical table’ as well as the
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initials of the four scientists studied.
An important feature of the panel was
that it had to fit within a suitcase for
ease of transport! It is now installed
in Olsztyn Observatory.
The workshop included a visit to see
the astronomical table at Olsztyn
Castle. High on a wall are a series of
lines depicting the path of the Sun at
the equinox, which Copernicus used
for his reform of the calendar. An
excellent animation of the solar table
in Olsztyn, produced by Nicolaus
Copernicus Thorunesis, is available
at:
http://copernicus.torun.pl/en/
science/astronomy.

Following a final exchange of all
UTU resources and a final trip to
the University at Toruń project UTU
ended, apart from the final report
to national agencies, Ecorys in the
case of the UK. Fifty heritage images
spanning over four centuries had
been chosen for the illustrated case
studies and assembled as a timeline
to celebrate the major milestones
achieved by each pioneering scientist.
A project film was also produced;
copies are available from SHA
member Paul Haley at a nominal cost
(e-mail: pahastro@aol.com).

The Wolverhampton Astronomical Society Archive
Philip Barnard

The Society for the History of
Astronomy is currently compiling a
UK regional history of astronomy,
supervised by Roger Jones. Anyone
who has undertaken such research
will know the difficulties which
can arise with this kind of project.
Although information exists in local
libraries and public record offices,
it is often catalogued incorrectly
and the researcher has to resort
to indirect methods to elicit the
required information.

I was appointed as the archivist
for Wolverhampton Astronomical
Society by chance rather than by
design. After taking on the job of
Assistant Secretary in 1984 (also
responsible for Society Council and
AGM minutes), Malcolm Astley and
Roy Bagley, then our Hon. Secretary
and Hon. Treasurer respectively, were
aware of our records’ intrinsic value.
They asked me to ensure that the
existing material in their possession
would be kept in one place.

An even worse fate can befall
contemporary records held within
astronomical societies and I wonder
sometimes, as we pursue our
subject, if we pay enough attention
to material which will be useful to
future historians. If such records
are held personally they can easily
be lost, perhaps because they are
eventually secreted into an attic
and succeeding generations do not
have the knowledge or interest to
appreciate their value. These records
can be useful compilations of local,
national and international history of
astronomy, not necessarily found in
other archives.

However, having a personal interest
in local history and having taken the
time to inspect the records in more
detail, I realised that the task had to
be taken seriously, especially with
more records being added from other
Society members. It also became
apparent that some of the earliest
records, dating from 1952-53, were
already lost. Eventually, as usually
happens in such circumstances, space
in my own house was also becoming
limited.
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Somewhat fortuitously, in 2009
Wolverhampton re-opened its City
Archive in a new building, the former

Molineux Hotel located in the city
centre. In spite of a very serious fire in
the previously unoccupied building,
grants from several sources enabled a
fine restoration to be completed. The
renovation included the addition of
up-to-date archive storage, the new
facility adding about thirty years to
future capacity.
I approached the city archivists
with a request to deposit most of
the Society’s material; under this
procedure it remains the Society’s
property and can be withdrawn at
any time. To my surprise, the request
was greeted with some enthusiasm.
Apparently this kind of historical
record, about the activities of
voluntary societies, is infrequently
retained for posterity. The Society has
since received letters of thanks from
the City Archivist, Heidi McIntosh.
My first task was to digitise, in
PDF format, the Society’s archive
of some 4,000 pages of documents.
Here you can see the transformation
from hand-written, to typewritten,
to dot matrix and finally inkjet
printing. Possession of a modern

stand-alone copier at the start would
have made the task much easier.
Digital technology changes rapidly
and it will be necessary to ensure
that this type of record keeps pace
with such advances. New forms of
storage media are already on the
horizon with an order of magnitude
greater capacity, and even if they are
backwards compatible, continued
work will be required to keep pace
with developments. At present the
digital copies are held within the
Society membership.
Documents
include
Council
and AGM minutes from 1954,
earlier records having been lost,
but there are references to earlier
‘committee’ business in surviving
Society correspondence from the
lost years. Examination of these
documents during the process of
copying revealed, with corroborating
evidence, that the Society (as the
Wolverhampton Astronomy Group)
was incorporated in September
1952. Alas, not the year 1951 which
has been stated in our logo for
many years! However, evidence is
also available that an active preexisting astronomy group had made
contact well before that date with
the Birmingham Astronomy Group,
formed in 1950. Unable to reverse
time, we have decided to maintain
the status quo with the logo. An
early offer to become an offshoot of
the Birmingham society was also
considered but not accepted.
The Society’s construction group
existed for somewhat longer than
the illustrated, handwritten minutes
imply, as no-one could be persuaded
to continue the job of writing
down the proceedings! So we have
records from the start in 1954-55
to 1957-58 and they proved to have
immediate value. Robin Smitten, of
Chipping Norton Astronomy Group,
contacted me to enquire about two
well-engineered telescopes he had
purchased, seemingly constructed
by one of our early members, Mr

A. Walley. I was able to send Robin
evidence in digital form that Mr
Walley was a very active member of
this group, on occasion providing
lectures on practical matters.
One of my favourite records consists
of two scrap books, containing
mainly newspaper articles and
photographs of local, national and
international events having an
astronomical flavour. These were
compiled in the 1960-1970 period by
Malcolm Astley, one of our current
SHA members and the person who
has always been supportive of my
efforts. Not the sort of thing you
will find in the annals of the RAS
or BAA but an interesting historical
progression nonetheless. Malcolm
was also engaged in organising
annual courses at Alston Hall near
Preston; and in Wolverhampton,
what was apparently the only meeting
of the IUAA (International Union of
Amateur Astronomers) ever to be
held in the UK, when Patrick Moore
was among the guests for a week at
Wolverhampton University. These
records have been preserved.
The archive also includes 150 issues of
the Society’s in-house magazine Lyra,
published 1973 - 2012, henceforth to
be produced only in digital format.
The seven observation logs have also
been digitised but hard copy remains
with a Society member. The Society
has thirty video recordings of Society
meetings (now in DVD format),
mainly from 1997-2002. One of

the earliest features current SHA
President, Dr Allan Chapman, giving
a lecture on Edmond Halley. The idea
came from Simon Barnett, a Society
member, so that one could enjoy a
lecture that may otherwise have been
missed. Although the venture was
not a financial success, we managed
instead to obtain a permanent
historical record. Such recordings
are now restricted to our free annual
public meeting, held in the lecture
theatre of a local school, where we
can attract audiences in excess of 140.
We also have DVDs of our (socalled!) fiftieth Anniversary meeting,
the launch of our 2004 schools
programme, live on BBC TV, and
a 16 mm film made in 1975, which
show some of the Society’s activities.
The latter includes mirror-grinding
by hand, though we still possess
a home-made grinding machine,
described and illustrated in the
Construction Group minutes from
1955. I cannot say that these videos
are unique within amateur societies,
but they are probably unusual and
will surely be a valuable source of
audio-visual information for future
historians.

The Wolverhampton City
Archives in their new home in the
former Molineux Hotel. The new
storage building is on the far left
(photographs by Philip Barnard).
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An encounter with Edwin Dunkin’s The Midnight Sky
Tamao Tsunoda

I was once an average amateur
astronomer, watching the stars from
my backyard with a small telescope. But
at the same time, I was (and am) very
lazy and did not have energy to drive
to the hills to observe from under a
dark sky. Meanwhile new tall buildings
were going up one after another in my
neighbourhood and many dazzling
mercury and sodium lamps gradually
lit up the streets. I did not know how
to cope with this severe light pollution
and, after a short effort to overcome it,
I reluctantly gave up watching the stars
around the turn of the century. It was,
of course, a very sad experience.

books about astronomy in this world,
but I had also believed until then that
they existed only in museums or fine
libraries. I had never thought I could
own them for myself.
However, when I looked at that beautiful
plate, I was determined to obtain a
copy of The Midnight Sky some day. I

found the night scene so appealing.
Perhaps it sounds a little exaggerated,
but it was really the turning point of
my life. I realised then that there were
other possibilities to pursue astronomy
besides looking up at the sky through
glass.
Fortunately Internet shopping was
getting popular around this time and
I was soon able to purchase a copy of
the book. Perhaps the fact that many
rare books have become less rare than
they were is not always a good thing.
The merits and demerits of the Internet
surely offset each other. But at least for
people living in the Far East like me,
Internet shopping is undoubtedly a
great boon.
Part of the author’s collection of
antiquarian astronomy books and
historic instruments.

While I was still depressed by this
situation, I came across a book, the
Japanese edition of Dr Peter Whitfield’s
The Mapping Of The Heavens, which
dealt with the general history of celestial
charts and contained many beautiful
colour plates. On page 118 I found a
plate depicting ‘the midnight sky at
London, looking south, December 15.’
I was astonished by this image: there
were dreamy white buildings, a jet
black sky, blinking silver stars and a
complete silent world in that picture.
The plate was reproduced from Edwin
Dunkin’s The Midnight Sky.
Of course, I knew there were many
old celestial charts and antiquarian
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Two views of ‘the midnight sky at
London, looking south, December 15.’

The Midnight Sky
Edwin Dunkin’s The Midnight Sky: Familiar Notes on the Stars and Planets
was first published in 1869 by the Religious Tract Society of London. It
immediately proved popular and was subsequently regularly reprinted, most
recently by Cambridge University Press in 2010. The following short review
of the 1891 edition appeared in The Spectator magazine for 18 July 1891 (p12):
This is such a useful and clear guide to the stars, with its thirty-two starmaps for different months in both hemispheres, and the easy chat which
accompanies each, that we must notice an enlarged and revised edition.
Much has happened in astronomy lately. The stars are no longer what they
were, according to Mr. Lockyer, and though his hypothesis need not upset the
pleasure of the midnight sky, yet people must be kept up to the advance. The
Midnight Sky we should recommend to most people who have not already
something similar, as the easiest means of identifying the stars they see.

Since this time I have been collecting
old books on astronomy. Though
my purse is very light, there are still
many interesting and charming
books that are affordable. They
embody the yearning for the sky of
men of old. When I open these old
books, I feel as if I am entirely in the
past and talking directly to the men
who wrote and read them.

Edwin Dunkin FRS (1821-98). From
The Leisure Hour, 1898 (Courtesy The
Royal Greenwich Observatory).

These books will continue to be my
good friends forever.

Bookshop Competition
The previous issue (Bulletin no. 23,
Winter 2013, p36) announced a
bookshop competition. The idea was
simple: contestants should submit a
short entry describing a favourite or
treasured astronomy book that they had
found in a second-hand bookshop. The
closing date was 30 September 2014.
I am pleased to announce that SHA
member Dr Derek Jones of the Institute
of Astronomy, Cambridge submitted

the winning entry on Delambre’s Abrégé
d’Astronomie of 1813; not merely an
antiquarian astronomy book, but one
written in French! His prize is a £10.00
National Book Token and his entry is
reproduced overleaf.
The competition also prompted a
piece from SHA member Christopher
Taylor on Sir Robert Ball’s Story of
the Heavens. He deliberately did not

submit it for the competition because
he wanted to write at greater length
than the rules permitted (there was a
limit of five hundred words). This piece
is also reproduced below.
Secondhand bookshops seem to be
something of a theme for this issue.
We also carry an article from member
Tamao Tsunoda on Edwin Dunkin’s
The Midnight Sky (opposite) and its
role in his journey into the history
of astronomy, though this article is
unconnected with the competition and,
indeed, was arranged long before it was
thought of. As a small gesture of our
appreciation Dr Jones, Mr Taylor and
Mr Tsunoda have all received a copy of
Mark Forsyth’s booklet The Unknown
Unknown (2014, Icon Books: London)
on the joys of secondhand bookshops.

The Bibliophilist’s Haunt (Creech’s
Bookshop) by William Fettes Douglas
(1822-1891). Oil on canvas, 1864
(courtesy Edinburgh Museums and
Galleries, City of Edinburgh Council).
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Winning Entry
Jean Baptiste Joseph Delambre’s
Abrégé d’Astronomie
In 1955, I was a National Serviceman
working in the scientific adviser’s
department of the Air Ministry in
London. During my lunch hours I
would sometimes visit the market
in Farringdon Rd. where there were
barrows selling books.
My favourite purchase was Delambre’s
Abrégé d’Astronomie published in 1813.
It is written in French but the style is
clear and easy to follow, even for people
who have dropped French before taking
school certificate. The book is roughly
A5 and has 650 pages, printed on rag
paper. One of the pleasures of reading
old books is the texture of the paper as
one turns the pages.
Delambre (1749-1822) was an
astronomer who took part in the
measurement of the arc of meridian
between Dunkirk and Barcelona, the
project which defined the metre. He
later became Director of the Paris
observatory and is chiefly remembered
nowadays for the volumes he wrote on
the history of astronomy
The book is a shortened version of
the author’s three volume Astronomie
Théorique et Pratique, which was in
turn based on his lectures at the Collège
impérial de France. This is why it is
divided into twenty four lessons rather
than chapters.
Astronomy at that time was mostly
positional astronomy.
Delambre’s
values for the primary constants of
astronomy are remarkably close to
their modern values. The obliquity of
the ecliptic differs by only 5”. The solar
parallax is within 1” of the modern
value and so are the constants of
precession, nutation and aberration.
He understood that aberration and
stellar parallax were intimately linked,
although the first measurement of
stellar parallax would not be made for
another twenty years.
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The solar system at that time included
Uranus and the four brightest minor
planets. Their distances, revolutions
and rotations are described but there
is little about their physical qualities
except for the rings of Saturn. Kepler’s
laws are described and the third law
verified by the satellites of Jupiter and
Saturn. Only the four Galilean satellites
of Jupiter were known but there were
already seven known for Saturn. The
second law of equal areas leads to
Kepler’s equation and various ways of
solving it.
The seas, mountains and craters on the
Moon are described with the phases.
The motion of the Moon is described
at length including the equation of the
centre, evection and the annual term.
The length of the month is tabulated for

different definitions. The Saros, Metonic
and Callippic cycles were important in
ancient astronomy because they could
be used for predicting eclipses and
designing the calendar.
The author was a founder member
of the Bureau des Longitudes and an
authority on nautical astronomy. He
describes the chronometers of his day
as reaching ‘an astonishing degree of
perfection’. The lunar distance method
still took centre stage but was limited by
the accuracy of the tabulated position
of the Moon; approximately 15”.
Altogether this book provides a vivid
snapshot of astronomy in the early
nineteenth century.
Derek Jones

Sir Robert Ball’s Story of the Heavens:
a Fateful Encounter
It was, I believe, the spring of 1966. I
had just turned 14 and, having recently
left my previous halls of academe under
something of a cloud, both figuratively
and literally, on account of certain illconsidered chemical experiments, I
was now enjoying the comparative
freedom of being a dayboy at the local
grammar school. Shortly before the
fateful day, my explorations of pastures
new had brought me to the door of
an old junk-shop in one of the town’s
back streets, stepping through which
revealed an interior cavernous and
labyrinthine, piled high with a motley
stock whose ‘turn-around’ time must
have been measured (if at all) in years if
not decades. There on the afternoon in
question, in an upper room filled with
old books on which lay undisturbed
the dust of ages, was Ball’s Story: a
large, heavy octavo in worn half-calf,
lacking its backstrip and so very nearly
passed over unperused. On opening
the volume, however, I was instantly
entranced; it was the 1910 edition – it
is here on my desk now – and it cost me
five shillings, at least two weeks’ pocketmoney in those days.
Ball’s was not my first astronomy book,
that had been an old copy of James
Baikie’s Peeps at the Heavens belonging
to my mother, and then there had been
David Evans’ Teach Yourself Astronomy,
nor was it to be the last by many
hundreds. It was, however, Sir Robert’s
beautiful prose, clarity and sheer power
of exposition in this great classic of our
subject which began to turn my interests
from a previously all-consuming
passion for chemistry heavenwards
to the science of the stars, a deep
fascination for which abides undimmed
to this day. This astronomical lifesentence, begun by chance encounter
that afternoon in 1966, was confirmed
the following year by Mr Roderick
McIver Paton’s gift of his splendid, longdisused 12½-inch reflector (see J. Brit.
Astron. Assoc. 121, Aug. 2011, p196
and http:www.hanwellobservatory.org.
uk/telescopes/mciver-paton) but it was

Ball’s book which had cast the die. I
just loved, and still love, the effortless
way in which Story evinces equally
the romance, and the hard science, of
astronomy, simultaneously and without
the slightest antithesis.
So just how good is Story of the Heavens?
It was, of course, a HUGE success, with
a long and complex publication-history
from 1886 down at least to American
editions of 1920, and one which has left
a heavy footprint, even after a century,
in the secondhand and ‘antiquarian’
book trade. Time after time, it is a
copy of Story which is the sole pre1920 astronomy gracing the shelves
of small secondhand bookshops. As a
snapshot of the astronomy of its time
for the amateur and general reader it
is, of course, unrivalled. But it is far
more than that, for its author combined
with consummate ease both the
trained scientist’s rigour and depth of
conceptual understanding of the subject
which distances him from most popular
writers, with a vividness of apposite
expression and mastery of language
matched, on the other side, by very few
professional astronomers indeed, then
or since – Jeans, perhaps, and most of
all Eddington but I can call to mind
none of the present generation. Many
passages could be cited from the book
in illustration of this felicitous marriage
of word and concept but let one suffice
as typical of Ball’s style. At the end of a
masterly three-page exposition of the
significance of the discovery of revolving
binary stars (pp434-437, 1910 edn.),
Sir Robert makes the fundamental,
and all too often overlooked, point
that these provided the first (and even
now the only direct) evidence that the
rule of Newton’s law of gravity extends
beyond our own Solar System (‘this tiny
cosmical island’):
‘In the economy of this tiny cosmical
island the law of gravitation reigns
supreme; before Herschel’s discovery
we never could have known whether
that law was not merely a piece of local
legislation, specially contrived for the
exigencies of our particular system.
This discovery gave us the knowledge

which we could have gained from no
other source. From the binary stars
came a whisper across the vast abyss of
space. That whisper told us that the law
of gravitation was not peculiar to the
solar system. It told us the law extended
to the distant shores of the abyss in
which our island is situated. It gives us
grounds for believing that the law of
gravitation is obeyed throughout the
length, breadth, and depth of the entire
visible universe.’
Vintage science-writing indeed, but not
only that. It is a facile error to smile and
pass on, supposing that such stuff is ‘of
purely historical interest’ (as though
that makes it trivial!), the obsolete
ruminations of a bygone age. For, like
many in his book, the issue Ball raises
here remains fundamental to this day,
in fact even more so now than when he
wrote. As a corrective to early twentyfirst century intellectual hubris, it is
worth reflecting on the fact that the
binary stars are still the largest realtime ‘testbeds’ we have for the validity
of the law of gravitation, that there
has been no essential advance in kind
on this since Ball’s day, and that its
audacious (foolhardy?) extrapolation in
scale a billion-fold and more from those
observational testbeds to the theoretical
problems of extragalactic astronomy
and cosmology has saddled us with all
the headaches of ‘missing mass’, ‘dark
energy’ and heaven knows what else. A
greater awareness of the history of our
science, and consequently its conceptual
development, might occasionally, one
feels, teach its current practitioners a
useful lesson in open-mindedness and
intellectual humility!
For myself, now nearly fifty years on
from that fateful spring afternoon, I
shall remain ever grateful to Sir Robert
Ball for writing what I consider even
now to be one of the greatest general
expositions of astronomy in the
English language, and one which had a
seminal influence on my own scientific
development: The Story of the Heavens.
Christopher Taylor
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SHA member Mr Leonard Matula of Temple City, California would like to buy the following item:
• The SHA Newsletter (predecessor to the present Bulletin) number 12.
Generous prices and shipping fees will be paid. Anyone interested
should contact Mr Matula directly at PO Box 1826, Temple City,
California 91780, US; telephone: (US)626-230-7612, no e-mail.

Book Reviews
Hughes, Stefan, Catchers of the Light:
The Forgotten Lives of the Men and
Women who First Photographed
the Heavens. Hardback, ArtDeCiel
Publishing, Paphos, Cyprus, 2013, $199
(about £123); 2 volumes: Volume 1,
ISBN 978 1 4675 7992 6, pp735; Volume
2, ISBN 978 1 4675 7993 3, pp877.

This review originally appeared in The
Observatory (February 2015, 135, no.
1244, pp43-45). It is reprinted here by
kind permission of the Editors of that
magazine and the author – Ed.
There are only four major milestones
in the development of astronomy. The
first, the introduction of the telescope
in 1609, saw astronomers race past the
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limitations of the naked human eye.
Suddenly we could see fainter, and
more distant objects, and also much
more detail. But if we wanted to record
what was seen we had to get out pen
and paper and start drawing, which
was rather unsatisfactory because
subjective differences were introduced
and it was extremely difficult to
ascertain
whether
astronomical
objects, like nebulae, were changing
with time. The second milestone was
the introduction of photography in
around 1840. Fortunately the sensitivity
of the photographic process increased
gradually by a factor of about a million
over the next century and a half.
Photography removed subjectivity and
also meant that much less time had to
be spent with one’s eye metaphorically
glued to the telescope eye-piece. It
also produced a permanent record
of the positions and brightnesses of
stars, nebulae, planetary features, and
spectral lines. The other two milestones
came together around the 1960s. One
was the introduction of the computer

and this enabled astronomers to tackle a
completely new range of problems that
previously they merely dreamt about.
Finally there was the escape from the
Earth’s blanketing atmosphere, which
not only opened up a much expanded
range of wavelengths to astronomical
investigation, but also, for the planetary
astronomer, took us to the near vicinity
of asteroids and comets and into the
atmospheres and onto the surfaces of
our planetary and satellite neighbours.
Catchers of the Light covers the
second
astronomical
milestone
mentioned above. It is a thorough
and insightful history of both the
aims, technicalities, and results of
astronomical photography and the lives
of the pioneers of this vital part of our
subject. This huge two-volume book
benefits greatly from the fact that Stefan
Hughes (unfortunately no relation
to the reviewer!) was a professional
astronomer at the universities of
Leicester and London (Queen Mary
College) who then morphed into a

highly skilled astro-photographer,
genealogist, and historian.
This book divides into nine sections.
We start with an historical review of the
first faltering footsteps of photography
and its capturing of celestial images.
We read about the daguerreotype and
the calotype and the first imperfect
images of the Moon and the Sun. Then
in 1851 came the major breakthrough
of the wet collodion process, which
produced a sensitivity increase by
a hundred fold and a concomitant
decrease in the exposure time. Another
leap forward occurred in 1871 with the
introduction of the gelatino-bromide
dry plate. Messy chemicals near the
camera were eliminated and plates
could be easily carried around and
developed at leisure. By the early 1880s
sensitivity had increased sufficiently to
enable the Orion Nebula to be imaged,
and also stars were being recorded that
were invisible to the eye. Consequently
photography was speedily adopted for
both celestial mapping and accurate
photometry using large glass plates
that did not warp or shrink when
being handled and developed. Over the
next hundred years or so the subject
underwent a steady improvement until
there was a revolutionary breakthrough
in the early 1980s with the introduction
of the charged-coupled device and its
associated computer software.
Section two covers the Moon, a field that
ended with the production of a series
of major lunar atlases and the USA’s
Orbiter spacecraft using 70-mm ToddAO photographic film to record lunar
features from low lunar orbit. Section
three considers the Sun and solareclipse photography and investigates
the pioneering images of sunspots,
granulation, prominences, and the
solar corona. In section four we move
to comets and planets and investigate
the way in which astrophotography
took over the task of discovering
faint asteroids. Much is made of the
use of primitive cinematographical
techniques when it came to following

Venus as it transits the Sun. Astrophotographers then turned their
attention to deep space, and we read
of the early images of clusters such as
Praesepe and the Pleiades. By 1880
Henry Draper recorded the first image
of M42, the Orion nebula. Imaging
of Milky Way star fields and external
galaxies soon followed.
Section six turns to one of the most
important uses of photography in
astronomy, which was the recording of
spectra. Here we have a topic that led
to the measurement of the chemical
composition of the stars, their surface
temperatures, and their radial velocities.
It also led to the realisation that some
of the nebulae were gaseous and nonstellar. Harvard University Observatory
then introduced the objective-lens
prism which meant that over two
hundred spectra could be recorded on
a single photographic plate, opening
the floodgates to spectral classification,
the Hertzprung–Russell diagram, and
the details of stellar evolution with its
main-sequence, giant, and supergiant
stars. The combination of photography,
spectroscopy, Doppler shifts, and large
telescopes also enabled us to measure
the size of the Universe and opened the
way to modern cosmology.
Section seven reviews one of the
great ‘dead ends’ of astronomical
photography, the Carte du Ciel project.
The idea sprang from the successful
Cape Photographic Durchmusterung in
which David Gill imaged the southern
skies down to a magnitude of 10.2. But
the Carte du Ciel decided to ‘up the
stakes’ and the plan was to photograph,
catalogue, and map the whole sky down
to fourteenth magnitude – a huge leap.
An 1887 congress was held in Paris to
parcel out different celestial areas to the
world’s observatories. Unfortunately
the project was hugely over-ambitious
and it ended up as a complete and utter
shambles. It was eventually overtaken
by the technological breakthroughs
of dedicated astrographic telescopes
such as the 48-inch Schmidt telescope

at the Palomar Observatory which
took only ten years to polish off the
National Geographic Society Palomar
Observatory Sky Survey.
Section eight deals with the telescopes
that were specially designed with
astronomical photography in view.
Here we see a great advance in the
reflectors, their lack of chromatic
aberration being a significant bonus.
Lick Observatory’s use of the 36-inch
Crossley reflector showed the world
what was possible. A string of great
imaging instruments followed, the
most memorable being the 100-inch
Hooker, the 200-inch Hale, and finally
the Hubble Space Telescope.
The last section deals with the role of
the amateur astrophotographer, and
also the usefulness of the ‘pretty picture’
in the advancement of astronomy.
Many professional astronomers will
happily spend all their academic life
without including a ‘photograph’ in
their publications. But the influence of
seeing, for example, the first coloured
picture of the solar green flash, the
wispy nebulosity around the Pleiades,
the dark foreboding of the Horsehead
nebula, the majesty of the Hubble
image of the ‘Pillars of Creation’ in
the Eagle nebula, and the haunting
fragility of the blue planet Earth rising
over the barren lunar surface, an image
taken by Apollo 8 astronaut William
Anders, is immense. The fact that
astronomy is beautiful and image-rich
has opened the doors of many funding
sources. And we must be extremely
grateful that the advances of modern
small-telescope design coupled with
readily available CCD cameras and
laptop image processing has meant that
many dedicated amateur astronomers
can now produce absolutely amazing
celestial images.
What I loved about Catchers of the
Light was its skilful combination of
astronomical understanding, technical
knowhow, and a realisation of the
historical and scientific importance of
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specific advances, all coupled with a
deep interest in the biographical and
genealogical details of the personnel
involved. I learnt a huge amount. Let
me give you one typical genealogical
example. Take our great astronomical
hero Edwin Powell Hubble. Before
reading Stefan Hughes’ book I had
absolutely no idea that the ‘Hubble’
family, when leaving Ribblesford,
Worcestershire, in the 1630s and
emigrating to Connecticut, USA, was
originally called Hubball. This spelling
was eventually changed to Hubbell, and
finally Hubble. I also did not know that
Edwin tried never to use his middle
name because his maternal granddad,
Major General Joseph Powell, was
dismissed from the military for
indiscipline and law breaking.

Clarke, David, Reflections on the
Astronomy of Glasgow. Paperback,
Edinburgh University Press, 2013,
ISBN 978-0-7486-7890-7, £35, pp336.

The city of Glasgow may not appear
to be the ideal place for serious
astronomical activity, with its wet,
cloudy climate and industrial pollution,
similar to that of Manchester, yet
both cities have world class schools of
astronomy with much public outreach.
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I was greatly impressed by the tables,
a few examples being the key stages
in the chronology of photographic
processing,
important
lunar
photographs and Moon atlases, major
steps in solar photography, highlights of
astronomical spectroscopy, key images
of Solar System objects, spacecraft
images of planets, significant historic
images of the Horsehead nebula, the
world’s major astrographs, a timeline of deep-sky-object imaging, and
the 109 most important astronomical
photographs.

history of astronomical photography
or its proponents that has not been
investigated, noted, and embellished
with a relevant image. It is worth every
single cent of its price. It is an essential
addition to every astronomy library.
Anyone with even a vague interest in
the development of astrophysics will
need to have this book to hand; it is a
vital and reliable starting place for any
historical research into the last two
centuries of astronomical endeavour.

This book is truly a magnum opus,
a labour of love, and a great work of
scholarship. It is authoritative, detailed,
thorough, superbly illustrated, well
referenced, and all-encompassing.
There is no nook or cranny of the

[Stefan Hughes also maintains a
Web site with extensive information
both specifically about the book and
more generally about astronomical
photography at URL http://www.
catchersofthelight.com – Ed.]

Manchester’s story, as readers of SHA
publications will know, is spectacular
and fairly recent. That of Glasgow
goes back over half a millennium. The
small rural community on the banks
of the Clyde grew in status to become
a bishopric, an archbishopric, and
home to Scotland’s second university
founded by papal bull in 1451. Dr
Clarke, a former senior lecturer in
astronomy at Glasgow University, has
been researching its history over many
years, using published and unpublished
material, especially from the rich
archives of the University and the city,
the illustrations in the galleries and the
instrument collections in the museums.
In twelve chapters we are led from
the Middle Ages to the present day,
through highs and lows, legal wrangles
and fascinating characters.
The Medieval Scottish universities,
like the rest of Europe, followed the
regenting system whereby one master
took his students through the seven
courses for the MA degree, the Trivium
of the ‘verbal’ arts and the Quadrivium
of the ‘numerate’ arts: mathematics,
geometry, astronomy and music, all
in Latin, using the Ptolemaic texts of
Johannes de Sacrobosco. Gradually the

David Hughes

regents began to specialise in subjects,
Copernicanism was introduced and in
the seventeenth century the professorial
system emerged. Astronomy was
taught as part of Physics, or Natural
Philosophy, in the final or Magistrand
year with some practical work as
revealed in surviving graduating
theses. There is a fine account of the
researches and observations of the
great mathematician George Sinclair
who had to struggle against the warring
factions of Protestantism which then
bedevilled Scottish education. The
University possessed a few instruments
but in 1756 received a windfall, a large
collection from the noted observatory
of the late Alexander Macfarlane,
a Glasgow graduate, merchant and
judge in Jamaica. With the combined
effort of the town and University
the first observatory, named after
Macfarlane, was erected near the old
college precinct, and James Watt was
employed to renovate the instruments
– perhaps the first-ever university
technician, before his engineering
career blossomed. Now this required
the foundation of a professorship of
practical astronomy, a Regius chair
under the recommendation of the
Duke of Argyll, and led to bitter

wrangling among the candidates
before the appointment of Alexander
Wilson, famous for his concave model
of sunspots and his meteorological
experiments, besides being a medical
practitioner and typefounder to the
University. He made observations and
did some teaching, and it is tempting
to compare him with the other Regius
professor of practical astronomy,
Robert Blair in Edinburgh, who spent
most of his 42-year tenure in London,
made no observations, taught nothing
and never attended senate meetings,
but then, he argued, he did not have an
observatory.
Alexander Wilson was succeeded,
despite some hostility and dissent,
by his son Patrick, a good friend
of the Herschels, who had acted
as his assistant, an early instance
of the nepotism which became a
common feature of Scottish academic
appointments, some of which, however,
were highly successful. Patrick’s short
tenure was not as productive as that
of his father but he bequeathed money
and instruments to the University.
Unfortunately he was succeeded by two
professors, Meikleham and Couper,
who did very little astronomy and the
observatory suffered from encroaching
buildings and smoke. The University’s
astronomy was becoming sidelined
as better courses were being offered
by a growing army of private teachers
in the city. Meanwhile the citizens
founded The Society for Promoting
Astronomical Science, actually a
club of wealthy shareholders eager to
promote navigation and timekeeping
in their developing port. They built a
magnificent observatory on Garnethill
in 1810, with two telescopes by William
Herschel who visited more than
once. But it was short-lived as was its
successor The Astronomical Institution
twenty years later, victims of economic
misfortune. However the latter society’s
observatory at Horselethill was taken
over by the University to replace the
old one and launched the career of
the flamboyant new professor, John

Pringle Nichol, prolific author and
brilliant public lecturer. In seeking to
equip his new observatory he spent
the University’s funds to an alarming
degree, on a huge transit circle and
two Ramage reflectors scrapped from
Greenwich, but left no results because,
like most of his predecessors, he was
not adequately trained in observing
methods.
This circumstance changed in 1860
with the appointment of a practical
businessman and observer, Robert
Grant, already famous for his
comprehensive History of Physical
Astronomy, who installed the fine
Cooke refractor from the former
Ochtertyre observatory near Crieff.
He embarked on a long career which
included more rigorous degree work,
an efficient time service for the city,
an accurate longitude for Glasgow by
galvanic connection to Greenwich,
observations of meteors (especially
the Leonid storm of 1866) and
eclipses, solar work, meteorological
observations and, with several
assistants, the Glasgow Catalogue of
star places. He was followed in turn by
the German-trained Ludwig Becker,
formerly at Dunecht and assistant to
Ralph Copeland, (another Germantrained academic who later became
Astronomer Royal for Scotland). Until
Becker’s retiral in 1937 he taught the
biggest astronomy classes in Britain,
instituted advanced courses for the
new BSc and investigated constants
of nutation, but was hampered by the
poor seeing conditions. A new teaching
observatory was set up in 1939 near the
main University buildings but it was a
bad site and the present observatory
at Acre Road is far enough out of the
city centre to allow for observational
work and programmes for the public.
Glasgow’s School of Astronomy, now
merged as in other institutions with
Physics, has become well known for
the excellence of its teaching and as the
supplier of good student texts such as
those of Professors W.M. Smart and
Archie Roy, and the author of this work,

but research is carried out in many
fields, described by Dr Clarke in some
detail. It is worth noting that Professor
John Brown of Glasgow is the present
Astronomer Royal for Scotland, a title
previously given only to the incumbent
in Edinburgh.
The book title ‘Reflections on…’ is
perhaps a little modest. It is a detailed
and informative work, a ‘mustread’ for the historian of astronomy
although maybe a bit hard going
for the casual reader. It is profusely
referenced and illustrated but some of
the old pictures have not reproduced
well. Dr Clarke has not confined his
work to Glasgow University: there
is an account of many of the private
astronomy teachers of the nineteenth
century, of John Fulton’s famous orrery
and of the Astronomical Society of
Glasgow which began as the West of
Scotland Branch of the BAA. I would
have liked some more information
about the ‘rival’ university, Anderson’s
College, now Strathclyde University,
in which astronomy was taught largely
as an extra-mural subject by some
of the private teachers mentioned by
Dr Clarke such as Andrew Ure, as its
professors of physics included the
notable astronomers George Forbes
and meteor expert Alexander Herschel,
son of Sir John, and a small collection of
its instruments is extant. A photograph
of the superb new planetarium at the
Glasgow Science Centre, perhaps the
best in Britain, would round the story
off nicely. Highly recommended.
David Gavine
Ferreira, Pedro G, The Perfect Theory: a
Century of Geniuses and the Battle over
General Relativity. Hardback, Little,
Brown and Company, London, 2014,
ISBN 978-1408703106, £20.00, pp304.
2015 is the ideal year to read this book;
in this year we celebrate 100 years of the
General Theory of Relativity (GR). The
author is a Professor of Astrophysics
at the University of Oxford with a
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strong grounding in GR, but his book
is written for the general reader and
requires no specialist knowledge to
enjoy.
The book is a history of the development
of GR over nearly a hundred years,
from its origin with Albert Einstein
to the latest ‘Multiverse’ theories. The
story is bracketed by the island of
Principe, a former Portuguese colony
off the West coast of Africa. It was on
that remote island in 1919 that the
great English astrophysicist Sir Arthur
Eddington photographed a total solar
eclipse. When his photographs were
measured they showed that the light of
background stars had been deflected
by the gravity of the Sun to the tiny
amount predicted by Einstein’s theory.
This result was the first experimental
proof for GR and the dawn of a new era
in physics, astronomy and cosmology.
The book ends, with the author, and
a group of distinguished scientists,
placing a monument to the eclipse
expedition on Principe in 2009.
The history of GR is rich in characters
and incidents which the book explores.
Einstein himself is an eternally
fascinating personality, with his desk
drawer at the patent office called the
‘Theoretical Physics Department’ and
the Gedankenexperimenten from
which he theorised. GR was then taken
up by a series of great minds who used
it to model the origins of the universe.
GR was really the start of what we might
call scientific cosmology, different
from the religious or philosophical
ideas that came before it. With
observational input from astronomers
such as Eddington, Slipher and Hubble,
GR models of the universe could be
developed by theorists such as Lemaitre
and Friedman in the 1920s and 30s. In
the 30s and 40s GR faced hostility from
totalitarian regimes in both Germany
and the Soviet Union.
After WW II the development of radio
astronomy led to new challenges to the
theorists from observational astronomy.
This episode is best illustrated in the
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battle between Fred Hoyle and Martin
Ryle, with Hoyle sticking out for his
steady state cosmology, against Ryle’s
radio source catalogues increasingly
giving evidence to the Big Bang theory.
By the 1960s theorists such as John
Wheeler and Bryce DeWitt were
examining the awkward singularities
that plague GR. In 1963 the first of the
series of Texas Symposia on relativistic
astrophysics was held in Dallas. GR also
provided the framework for Stephen
Hawking’s work on black holes.

ideas, this is just the book for you!
Mark Hurn
Kanas, Nick, Solar System Maps: From
Antiquity to the Space Age. Softback,
Springer Praxis Books, New York,
2014, ISBN 978-1-4614-0895-6, £40.99,
pp 331 + XXIX.

During the 1970s computers powerful
enough to begin to cope with the
numerical
simulations
required
by GR theorists became available
to astronomers. There were also
a number of attempts to discover
gravitational waves using groundbased interferometers.
The 1980s brought Dark Matter into
cosmology, although it had been
proposed by Zwicky as early as 1937.
In the early 1980s Peebles proposed
Cold Dark Matter (CDM). Combined
with the Cosmological Constant (Λ)
this approach gave the ΛCDM, or
‘Concordance’ model of cosmology,
which is the main theory today.
The book brings GR right up to
date with the latest ideas in String
Theory and the Multiverse. Increased
computing power allows cosmological
simulations that the early pioneers
could only have dreamed of. There have
also been advances in quantum theory,
and in all kinds of instrumentation
from the LHC (Large Hadron Collider)
to the proposed SKA (Square Kilometre
Array), a radio telescope which might
test GR on the cosmological scale.
However, GR remains a field where the
lone theorist with pencil and paper can
still contribute.
You will not learn GR from this book,
and it is probably of not much use
to astrophysicists and cosmologists
in their work. But, if you want an
introduction to the people with the big

Solar System Maps is a very thorough
description of our developing
knowledge of the solar system from
Antiquity to the space age and expertly
interprets the fascination of the
night sky, especially in this context
of the Sun, Moon and the wandering
planets, from the time of prehistoric
man to the present. If this seems a
tall order, consider that much has
been documented, whether by the
interpretation of stone circles and
monuments of Europe, documented
classical European views, the views
of the Renaissance and down to our
present knowledge of the solar system.
Much will already be familiar to the
astronomical historian; what makes
this book different is that Nick Kanas
has put this vast history onto its
timeline and has expanded it in what
he calls ‘World Views’. The chapters
are therefore logically structured in a
way that enables the author to clearly

describe the underlying developments
and the individuals responsible for our
interpretation of the complexities of the
solar system. The chapter headings are:
World Views and the Solar System
Earth-Centred World Views in
Classical Europe
Non-European World Views
Earth-Centred World Views in the
Middle Ages and Renaissance
Sun-Centred and Hybrid Word Views
No Centre; An Unbounded Universe
and the Plurality of Worlds
Our Expanding Solar System: Planets
and Moons
Our Expanding Solar System: Pluto,
Asteroids, and the Far Reaches
Popularization of the Solar System in
the Early United States
Space Age Images of the Solar System
Each chapter is a self-contained unit in
which Kanas explores how increasing
knowledge lead to paradigm-shifts,
from the classical Earth-centred
Ptolemaic universe to the Suncentred universe of post-Copernican
astronomy; Tycho’s interpretation

Love, David, Kepler: Tortured Genius.
Paperback, Multiverse Publications,
Torquay, Devon, 2014, ISBN 9780992953201, £6.95, pp257.

being an example of the hybrid theory
of the solar system. The latter chapters
demonstrate how the modern, initially
European interest in the solar system
swung over the Atlantic with the
development of bigger telescopes and
solar system exploration by spacecraft.
As might be expected with Kanas’
expert knowledge of astronomical
cartography, each chapter is superbly
illustrated with contemporary maps
and photographs. A very nice touch is
to give the provenance and dimensions
of the original art work for each of
the many illustrations. Most are in
monochrome but where possible, a
colour version is provided that really
brings the illustrations to life. Tables,
showing comparative solar system
interpretations throughout the ages are
a useful and most interesting inclusion
in chapters describing the most rapid
periods of developing knowledge. The
book is rounded off with comprehensive
notes and references for each chapter
and an excellent bibliography and
glossary.

Johannes Kepler (1571-1630) is rightly
regarded as one of the ‘giants’ in the
history of astronomy. His famous
three laws of planetary motion are
fundamental in orbital theory, and the
Keplerian telescope is almost invariably
the optical telescope of choice for
astronomers.
The classic biography of Kepler, by Max
Caspar, was first published in 1948. It is
still in print; very readable, but relatively
non-technical (it has no diagrams
or equations). Some subsequent
contributions to Kepler literature have
been simply semi-fictional (e.g. Arthur
Koestler’s The Sleepwalkers and John
Banville’s Kepler). The bulk of recent
Kepleriana consists of highly academic
or scholarly tomes. David Love’s aim
with this new book was to fill the gap
between the semi-fictional and the
academic, whilst building on recent
scholarship by Donahue, Voelkel,

As Kanas states in the Foreward, Solar
System Maps may be considered a sequel
to his 2007 book, Star Maps; History,
Artistry, and Cartography (reviewed
in Newsletter 17, October 2008, p3536). It is just as comprehensive, well
researched and expertly presented,
with the keen eye of an astronomical
historian with a thorough knowledge of
his subject. Indeed, these two modestly
priced books could easily form the core
of any modern library of astronomical
literature devoted to its history.
Nick Kanas is Emeritus Professor
of Psychiatry at the University of
California, San Francisco. For the past
twenty years he has conducted spacerelated research with the European
Space Agency and NASA. He was a
Principal Investigator of NASA-funded
research on astronauts and cosmonauts.
Dr Kanas has collected antiquarian
star maps for over thirty years and has
written and lectured extensively on the
subject.
Kevin Kilburn

Gingerich, Stephenson and others. He
has succeeded admirably with a work
that gives us a fascinating account
of the ‘tortured’ life of Kepler: beset
with religious persecution, disease,
family tragedy, war and political
difficulties. Woven into that account is
an excellent and clear introduction to
the principal discoveries of Kepler and
his major works: Secret of the Universe,
New Astronomy, Optics, Harmony
of the World, Epitome of Copernican
Astronomy, and the Rudolphine Tables.
Love allows the reader to see the
story through the eyes of Kepler
himself by frequent quotations from
the astronomer’s letters and other
works, many appearing in English
translation (from the Gesammelte
Werke and Opera Omnia) for the first
time. Indeed, Love’s frequent resort
to primary sources wherever possible
is a refreshing feature for a book that
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is addressed to a general, rather than
academic, readership.
Kepler: Tortured Genius rightly
emphasises the significance of Kepler’s
elliptical orbit in introducing physical
causes into the arena of astronomy.
Previously, astronomers had insisted,
almost for aesthetic reasons, that the
planets must be travel at a uniform
speed in circular motion. What could
conceivably make the orbits assume
any other shape? True, the planets
appeared to move faster when they
were near to the Sun, but this was
simply an illusion caused by the fact
that the observer was not at the centre
of the circle. The genius of Kepler in his
New Astronomy was to show that there
was a real increase in speed as a planet
approached perihelion. He considered
that the power driving the movement

of planets in their orbits derived from
the Sun itself and this necessarily had
a greater effect near to the Sun. This
was the first time that anyone had
seriously demonstrated that physical
causes, rather than geometrical beauty,
governed motion in the heavens.
The author has travelled throughout
Europe visiting sites associated with
the life of his subject and the inclusion
of photographs of many of these adds
interest to the work.
Kepler’s principal astronomical and
optical works naturally form the
key focus of Love’s book, but his less
well-known writings are also given
space, from the ‘science fiction’ work,
Somnium (the Dream), to the inspiring
little tome On The Six-Cornered
Snowflake.

was witnessed only by two Lancashire
astronomers,
Jeremiah
Horrocks
(1618-41) at Hoole, near Preston
and William Crabtree (1610-44) at
Broughton, Salford. Both died tragically
young. The Civil War soon claimed
the life of another young astronomer,
William Gascoigne, a Yorkshireman
and correspondent with the Lancashire
men. Had these three collaborators
survived, they would have undoubtedly
advanced English astronomy by
decades. Horrocks and Crabtree are
relatively well known, Gascoigne
less so, yet without his contribution
positional astronomy would have been
slower to develop.

Sellers David, In Search of William
Gascoigne,
Seventeenth
Century
Astronomer. Hardback, Springer, New
York, 2012, ISBN 978-1461440963,
$(US)149.00/£90.00, pp222+x.
June 2012 saw the last transit of Venus
until the twenty second century. The
first transit observed, that of 1639,
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William Gascoigne (1612-44) lived
at a time that saw the beginning of an
acceptance in England of Johannes
Kepler’s ideas about the solar system
and the way in which planets moved.
These developments were of the greatest
interest to astronomers across Europe.
Both Crabtree and Horrocks had
studied Kepler’s work and had begun
to make their own interpretations
and corrections based on their own
careful observations of lunar and

Anyone reading Kepler: Tortured
Genius, will surely come away from
it with a fresh appreciation of the
remarkable contributions made by
Kepler and renewed awe at how they
were achieved in the face of constant
adversity.
David Sellers
[This biography will be republished as
a hardback and e-book by Prometheus
Books (http://www.prometheusbooks.
com/) of Amherst, New York State
in November 2015 under the title
Kepler and the Universe: How One
Man Revolutionized Astronomy. It
can currently be pre-ordered from, for
example, Amazon UK. – Ed.]

planetary
positions.
Gascoigne’s
invention of the telescopic sight and
eyepiece micrometer provided the
essential means to achieve the accuracy
and precision necessary for critical
positional astronomy and for the study
of planetary motion. From its founding
in 1675 these activities would become
the primary function of the Royal
Observatory at Greenwich under John
Flamsteed.
Many of Gascoigne’s papers were lost
after the Civil War, despite the efforts
of the Towneley’s at Burnley, who had
collected some of his scientific papers
and correspondence with Horrocks
and Crabtree. Later William Derham
(1657-1735) came across Gascoigne’s
papers in the Macclesfield collection
and recognised the importance of
Gascoigne’s work. The first two Earls
of Macclesfield, Thomas Parker and his
son George, had amassed invaluable
manuscripts at Shirburn Castle in
Oxfordshire but their extensive library
was essentially inaccessible for study
until the mid-eighteenth century.
For

these

reasons,

Gascoigne’s

significant contribution to astronomy
had largely been overlooked. David
Sellers’ masterly work in re-discovering
and researching the missing or widely
distributed Gascoigne papers redresses
that deficit and gives Gascoigne his
rightful place in English science. Sellers
does more than that: he addresses
various aspects of Gascoigne’s life and
times. Five comprehensive sections
cover: Gascoigne’s family background
and the rediscovery of his ‘lost’ papers;
the religious milieu in which he lived
and his studies in optics and astronomy;
the Flamsteed and Towneley Papers

and the manuscripts now in the British
Library; the Civil War, its aftermath
and Gascoigne’s legacy; and finally two
appendices reproduce the description
of Gascoigne’s micrometer published
by Robert Hooke in the Philosophical
Transactions and extracts from his
correspondence.
David Sellers puts William Gascoigne,
together with his contemporaries,
firmly into the context of seventeenth
century social and scientific society
and clearly demonstrates his rightful
place in English astronomical history.

This book will undoubtedly become a
standard reference. It is well researched
and comprehensively annotated with
many footnotes and references for the
astronomical historian. It deserves to
take its place in the academic libraries
of universities and keen amateurs.
Costing in excess of £70 in hardback,
it is not cheap but perhaps a future
paperback edition will be more
affordable.
Kevin Kilburn

Diagram of William Gascoigne’s micrometer, as published by
Robert Hooke in the Philosophical Transactions.
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Also Noticed
Clive Davenhall

Listing here constitutes neither a
review nor a recommendation. Usually
the items listed will not have been
examined and the information given
will be taken, at least in part, from
details provided by the publishers.
Listing here does not preclude future
review.

Nicolaus Copernicus
Freely, John, Celestial Revolutionary:
Copernicus, the Man and His Universe.
Hardback, I.B. Tauris, London, 2014,
ISBN 9781780763507, £18.99, pp288.

We speak of the ‘Copernican
Revolution’ of the sixteenth and early
seventeenth centuries, which replaced
a geocentric model of what we would
now call the Solar System with a
heliocentric one, as a pivotal moment in
the history of astronomy, the history of
science and, perhaps, the development
of western civilisation. While there is a
large supporting cast associated with
these events the story is dominated by a
quadrumvirate of principals: Nicolaus
Copernicus, Tycho Brahe, Johannes
Kepler and Galileo Galilei. Much
later in the seventeenth century Isaac
Newton would provide a theoretical
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basis for the new system. Such is the
headline summary. The first of these
figures, who gives the revolution its
name, was a canon in a northern Polish
Cathedral who spent most of his life in
church administration. He is the subject
of Freely’s accessible new biography.
Nicolaus Copernicus (1473-1543) was
the son of a German-speaking merchant
from Toruń in northern Poland. His
father died while he was a child but
he prospered under the influence of
his uncle. After study at universities in
Poland and Italy he obtained posts in
church administration but was never
ordained as a priest. From 1510 he was
a canon in Frombork Cathedral on the
Polish Baltic coast.
Copernicus
pursued
astronomy
essentially as a hobby, separate from
his church duties. He published
little during his lifetime. His
Commentariolus circulated in a few
manuscript copies after about 1510.
Georg Rheticus visited Frombork
to study under Copernicus and
summarised his mentor’s ideas in the
Narratio prima of 1540. Its favourable
reception
persuaded
Copernicus
to finish his own De Revolutionibus
orbium coelestium which famously
was published on his deathbed in
1543. Surprisingly in retrospect only
a small part of it was concerned with
heliocentrism. Copernicus devoted
more space to replacing the Ptolemaic
equant with additional epicycles,
which dispensed with the need
for non-uniform motions. Neither
of Copernicus’ innovations were
completely new: Aristarchus of Samos
(floruit 310-230 BC) had suggested
that the Earth revolves around the Sun
and substitutions for the equant had
antecedents in the Islamic astronomy
of the previous few hundred years.
In addition to covering Copernicus’
life and work Freely also devotes
considerable space to the political

and ecclesiastical circumstances in
which he lived and worked, and the
influence and subsequent development
of his ideas after his death. The former,
at least, will be unfamiliar to many
readers.
See also the review by Peter Barker
in the Times High. Ed. for 21 August
2014 available at URL: http://www.
timeshighereducation.co.uk/books/
celestial-revolutionary-copernicusthe-man-and-his-universe-by-johnfreely/2015221.article
[A review of this book will appear in the
next issue of the Bulletin – Ed.]

History of Optics
Smith, A. Mark, From Sight to Light:
The Passage from Ancient to Modern
Optics. Hardback, Univ. Chicago Press,
Chicago, 2014, ISBN 9780226174761,
£31.50, pp480.

Johannes Kepler, one of the dramatis
personae of the Copernican Revolution
discussed by John Freely (above),
also features in Mark Smith’s From

Sight to Light, though not for his
work on planetary theory but for his
contribution to optics. From Sight to
Light is a comprehensive history of
optics up to the Early Modern period.
The chapters are arranged roughly
chronologically, from the emergence of
optics as a discipline in Graeco-Roman
Antiquity through to the seventeenth
century. Along the way it covers the
important contributions of Islamic
scholars, notably Alhacen, and also
developments in the Medieval West.
However, Smith sees the seventeenth
century as a crucial period in the history
of the subject, when the discipline
changed from one that studied sight
and sought to explain the appearance
of illuminated objects to one that
studied light and sought to characterise

and explain effects such as reflection
and refraction. Kepler has long been
recognised as making important
contributions to optics, but is usually
seen as marking the culmination of the
earlier tradition.
Kepler reported his studies into optics
in the Astronomiae Pars Optica of
1604. His insights here included that
the function of the eye was to produce
images focussed on the retina; that is,
it is a mechanism for focussing light
rather than, as had it previously been
considered, a mechanism for producing
images. Smith identifies this change
as pivotal in the shift to studying the
properties and behaviour of light
and around this idea he has written a
comprehensive history of optics.

Drawing Nebulae
Nasim, Omar, Observing by Hand:
Sketching the Nebulae in the Nineteenth
Century. Hardback, Chicago Press,
Chicago, 2014, ISBN 9780226084374,
£31.50, pp296.

The Sun and Moon excepted, in
practice before the introduction of the
telescope to astronomy no extended
objects were visible; just the pinpricks of stars scattered across the sky
in their familiar constellations. After
the adoption of photography in the
second half of the nineteenth century
it became possible to make permanent,
reproducible images of star fields and
astronomical objects (see the review
on p22). However, between these two
milestones astronomers observed
exclusively visually, looking directly
through the telescope. Stars, of course,
remained point sources, but the planets
resolved into disks, some showing
surface features. During the nineteenth
century improved optics also revealed
tantalisingly complex and elusive
detail in the nebulae. The only way to
record these features was to draw them.
Subsequently the sketches made at the
telescope would be worked up into fair
copies and engraved for publication.
The process was subjective throughout.
Omar Nasim’s book is concerned
with nineteenth century drawings of
nebulae; it does not cover the parallel
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field of planetary observation. The
author concentrates on the work of
six eminent practitioners of the art of
drawing nebulae: Sir John Herschel;
William Parsons, the third Earl of
Rosse; William Lassell; Ebenezer Porter
Mason; Ernst Wilhelm Leberecht
Tempel; and George Phillips Bond. He
has examined, perhaps for the first time
since their original use, the observing
logs and other records and sketches
made at the telescope. From this wealth
of previously unstudied material he
constructs a narrative of how this
partial, subjective material was used
to develop reproducible scientific
knowledge.

in Astronomy, Eds. Klaus Hentschel
and Axel Wittmann, 1999, volume 9 of
Acta Historica Astronomiae. See URL
https://astro.uni-bonn.de/~pbrosche/
aa/acta/index.html)

Stonehenge
Gregg, David, The Stonehenge Codes:
A New Light On Ancient Science.
Paperback, Green Man Books, Spital,
The Wirral, 2014, ISBN 9781495254284,
£9.46, pp256.

See also the review by David Hughes
for the Science Museum Group Journal
at URL http://journal.sciencemuseum.
ac.uk/browse/issue-02/reviewobserving-by-hand/
(The essay ‘On Astronomical Drawing’
by Charles Piazzi Smyth (1819-1900),
the second Astronomer Royal for
Scotland, may also be of interest. It was
originally published in Mem. R. Astron.
Soc. 1846, 15, pp71-82 and is reprinted
in The Role of Visual Representations

written by Prof. David Gregg, an applied
mathematician, now retired, who spent
most of his working life in systems
engineering. He provides a detailed
mathematical and geometric analysis
of the Stonehenge site from which
he derives indications of numerous
astronomical alignments; various
potentially significant ratios, such as
pi and Phi (see below) and evidence
for Alexander Thom’s ‘megalithic yard’.
More controversially, by comparing
the Stonehenge results with those from
other sites and cultures he suggests
that substantial revisions may be
needed to the current understanding of
prehistory.
(Phi, or the ‘golden ratio’, ’golden
number’ or ‘golden mean’, is the positive
solution to the quadratic equation Phi2
= Phi + 1. Phi, like pi, is an irrational
number. Its value is 1.6180339… See,
for example, URL http://www.maths.
surrey.ac.uk/hosted-sites/R.Knott/
Fibonacci/phi.html)

The Stonehenge Codes is another
attempt to understand the purpose and
significance of Stonehenge. It has been

Galileo’s Shopping List
The list opposite was drawn up by Galileo Galilei (1564-1642) and includes some of the items
that he would use to construct his first telescopes. The list was jotted on the back of a letter
dated 23 November 1609 and includes a miscellany of items. Some are domestic or culinary
but others are the equipment that he would use for telescope-making. In translation the list
reads:
• Shoes and hat for Vincenzo.
• Tripolitan ‘spantia’
• The case of wares for Marina.
• The mirror-maker under the
• Lentils, white chickpeas, rice,
insignia of the King.
raisins, spelt.
• Small iron tuning chisels made in
• Sugar, pepper, cloves, cinnamon,
the Calle delle Acque.
spices, jams.
• To haggle about iron bowls, or to
• Soaps, oranges.
make them out of stone, or like
• Two ivory combs.
artillery balls.
• Malvasia by Lords Sagredo.
• Privilege for the vocabulary.
• Two artillery balls.
• Iron Plane.
• Organ pipe of tin.
• Greek pitch.
• German lenses, polished.
• Felt, mirror to rub.
• Have rock crystal polished.
• Wool.
• Pieces of mirror.
•      Pay debts to Lord Mannucci and
give him back the Edilio.
The list and translation are reproduced from Lists of Note by Shaun Usher (2014, Unbound
and Canongate: Edinburgh), a compilation of various lists of historic significance.
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Obituary: Gilbert Satterthwaite
first observation with the historic Airy
Transit Circle (ATC); an instrument
that would later come to hold a special
place in his life. Gilbert took to the
(some might think tedious) work
of timing the meridian transits and
determining the positions of the Sun,
Moon, planets, brighter asteroids and
a number of ‘fundamental’ and other
stars with zeal, and was, by chance,
the last person to use the ATC shortly
before the Meridian Department
relocated to the Observatory’s new site
at Herstmonceux. (Symms, as head of
department, was due to make the last
observation the night after Gilbert, but
was clouded out.)

Gilbert Elliott Satterthwaite was born
on 22 May 1934, in Norwich, but he
spent his formative years in Weymouth,
where he attended Weymouth
Grammar School. It was here that
his lifelong interest in astronomy
was kindled, largely as a result of his
attending evening classes on astronomy
given by Dr A.F.O’D. Alexander, in
Dorchester (see p47). Gilbert was later
to say that Alexander’s lectures were
‘scholarly and exceptionally thoroughly
prepared’ (J. Brit. Astron. Assoc., 83(5),
p355); something that could also be
said of his own lectures (which began
not so many years later).
But young Gilbert was more than just
interested in astronomy: he wanted to
make it his career. And thus it was that
Alexander, as his mentor, wrote to the
Royal Observatory (RO) at Greenwich
in 1952 in support of Gilbert’s
application for a junior position there.
Gilbert got the job and started, in
the Meridian Department, under the
supervision of Mr L.S.T. Symms, in
October 1952 at a salary of £5 per week.
By mid-December he had made his

Gilbert loved working at Greenwich
and then Herstmonceux, but his (then)
lack of a degree was an insurmountable
barrier to promotion (given the rigours
of the Scientific Civil Service and the
‘superior’ attitude of, in particular,
the Observatory’s new Director, the
Astronomer Royal, Richard, later Sir
Richard, Woolley) and his forthcoming
marriage and desire to start a family
meant that he had to seek more
lucrative employment elsewhere.
So in 1957 Gilbert left the Royal
Greenwich Observatory (RGO, as
the Herstmonceux facility had been
named) and entered publishing, first
with Pergamon Press in Oxford (1957–
65), then as Executive Secretary of and
editor of several of the journals of the
Geological Society of London (1966–
71), and finally with Pitman Publishing
(1971–75). However, he did not neglect
astronomy in this period. Indeed, one
could say that throwing off the shackles
of institutional ‘enslavement’ provided
Gilbert with the opportunity to find
his true (astronomical) vocation: as
a lecturer, writer and historian of
astronomy.
Indeed, as early as 1957 Gilbert had
become a University of London ExtraMural lecturer in astronomy, holding
adult-education evening classes at
Goldsmiths College (as it was then)
and the St Marylebone Literary

Institute. Thereby began his following
in Alexander’s footsteps by sharing
his encyclopaedic knowledge of and
passion for astronomy with others, not
just by giving the occasional talk, but
by running two different (beginners’
and advanced) evening classes
simultaneously for many years, as well
as returning to Greenwich as a regular
guest lecturer at the original Greenwich
Planetarium (in the South Building of
what by then had become the Old Royal
Observatory) for thirty-two years.
But Gilbert’s astronomical energies
were by no means confined to
preparing and delivering talks. In 1970
Hamlyn published Gilbert’s mammoth
(537-page) Encyclopedia of Astronomy:
the result of several years’ labours and
which broke new ground in its inclusion
of lengthy historical entries. Indeed, as
Gilbert said in his introduction:
‘I also strongly believe in the value of
the historical approach to the study of
astronomy. I have therefore included
numerous biographical notes on
distinguished astronomers of the past,
both amateur and professional [note
the order!], and have tried to show the
parts they played in the development of
the science.’
But the historical entries aren’t
confined to individuals, they include
observatories and indeed permeate
almost every entry about which
something historical could be said! (I
can wholeheartedly recommend the
Encyclopedia to any SHA member lucky
enough to find a copy on the secondhand market.) Gilbert also edited the
sixteenth edition of Norton’s Star Atlas
and Reference Handbook (1973, Gall &
Inglis).
After leaving Pitman, Gilbert worked as
Senior Lab. Technician at Ravens Wood
School for boys in Bromley, where
he honed the skills and techniques
that would serve him so well in his
last paid position (1989–2001), in the
Applied Optics Teaching Laboratory
of Imperial College, where he obtained
his MSc degree by studying part time.
His dissertation (September 1995)
is entitled ‘The History of the Airy
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Transit Circle at the Royal Observatory,
Greenwich’. (It was later published in a
more ‘popular’ form as ‘Airy’s transit
circle’, in the Journal of Astronomical
History and Heritage (JAHH; 4(2),
pp115–41.) It is a mark of recognition
of his services that upon his retirement
Imperial College made him an
Honorary Member of the department.
If Alexander was Gilbert’s ‘mentor’,
then Sir George Biddell Airy (1801–91)
was undoubtedly his ‘hero’ and the
Airy Transit Circle his favourite ‘thing’.
As well as lecturing far and wide on
Airy (and his transit circle), Gilbert
organised an international symposium
at Greenwich in January 2001 (in
association with Goldsmiths College,
as it was then) on ‘The life and times of
Sir George Biddell Airy’ to celebrate the
sesquicentenary of the transit circle.
(Four of the principal papers, including
two by Gilbert, were published,
together with an introduction, in JAHH
4(2), 99–161.) And in March 2004 he
organised a meeting to commemorate
the 50th anniversary of the last
observation made with the ATC (see
Newsletter, 4, May 2004, pp3-4).
Gilbert was a member of the
International Astronomical Union
(IAU) and of its Commission 41
(History of Astronomy), a Fellow

of the Royal Astronomical Society
(RAS; joined in 1954), a member of
the British Astronomical Association
(BAA; joined in 1948 and served on
its Council from 1959 to 1961 and
again from 1967 to 1975, during
which time he was also Director of the
Saturn Section, 1970–75), a founder
member and Honorary President of
the Orpington Astronomical Society
(1980) and of course a Founder
Member and Chairman (2004–11) of
the SHA.
Madeline
Cox
has
already
acknowledged Gilbert’s services to the
SHA (Bulletin, 22, Autumn 2012, p13),
but if I may be permitted a personal
observation, I believe that Gilbert’s
efforts (together with those of the
late Ken Goward) probably saved the
SHA from a slow slide into oblivion.
Certainly we all owe him (them) a great
debt of gratitude!
I would like to think that before too
long Gilbert will be honoured by having
an asteroid named after him (though
hopefully not one on a collision course
with the Earth!).

Coniston (and recovering afterwards at
‘The Black Bull’, or ‘The Eagles Head’ in
the nearby village of Satterthwaite). He
also loved opera, particularly Gilbert
and Sullivan, and was a Friend of the
Royal Opera House. He always had an
‘eye for the ladies’ and exuded a genial
personality, tarnished only by his
fondness of the most atrocious puns!
An erudite yet modest man of great
integrity, whose friendship and
counsel I shall dearly miss and whose
knowledge of so many aspects of the
history of astronomy can no longer be
called upon for the betterment of us all.
Gilbert died peacefully, sitting in his
favourite armchair, at his home in
Hayes, Kent, on 20 July 2013. He is
survived by his son Martyn, daughter
Joy, and three grandsons , to whom I am
grateful for much of the information in
this obituary. I also thank Roger Wood
for providing additional details.
Peter Gill

Outside of astronomy, Gilbert loved the
Lake District and spent many happy
fortnights walking the fells around

Participants at the Inaugural General
Assembly of the International Union
of Amateur Astronomers (IUAA),
held in Bologna during April 1969.
Left to right: Gilbert Satterthwaite,
Peter Gill, J. Hedley Robinson (then
Director of the BAA Mercury and Venus
Section), Patrick Moore (as he then
was), Prof. V. Barocas (then Director
of the Jeremiah Horrocks and Wilfred
Hall Observatories, Preston), Dudley
Fuller (proprietor of Fullerscopes, later
Broadhurst, Clarkson and Fuller, now
Telescope House), Howard Miles (then
Director of the BAA Artificial Satellites
Section) and Commander H. Derek
Howse (Department of Navigation
and Astronomy, National Maritime
Museum). (Photograph courtesy Peter
Gill.)
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Gilbert with Mr L.S.T. Symms, his one-time superior
in the Meridian Department, photographed in front of
the Airy Transit Circle in 1971 (photograph courtesy
Martyn Satterthwaite).

Gilbert demonstrating the Airy Transit Circle
(photograph courtesy Martyn Satterthwaite).
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Observers, guests and speakers assembled on
the Prime Meridian defined by the Airy Transit
Circle during the meeting held in March 2004
to commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of the
last observation made with that instrument.
Left to Right: Kenneth Goward, Dr Phillip
Gething, James Airy, Gilbert Satterthwaite,
Miss Nicole Swengley, Aled Jones, Laurence
Birnie (NMM) and Andrew Murray
(photograph courtesy of Stuart Williams).

Gilbert standing next to the famous telescope
with which Sir Patrick Moore did most of his
lunar observing. The photograph was taken
during the SHA visit to Farthings on Saturday
8 July 2006 (photograph courtesy Arthur
Tristram).

Gilbert demonstrating the model of a
catadioptric telescope which he and Colin
Ronan designed and built following the
principles suggested by the Elizabethan
mathematician Thomas Digges (1546-1595).
Digges’ work predates the earliest known Dutch
telescopes which date from the first decade of
the seventeenth century. Gilbert and Colin
Ronan’s work showed that Digges’ design was
feasible, though whether any such instruments
were made in Elizabethan England remains
a moot point (photograph courtesy Martyn
Satterthwaite).
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Obituary: Madeline Cox
Alas! The history of astronomy
in Britain has lost a staunch and
energetic ambassador, Urania
one of her muse companions,
and our Society has lost its
Chairman of whom we were
very fond indeed. Madeline Cox
died in her sleep on Tuesday 13
January 2015, aged just sixty six.
A polymath scholar, researcher
and lecturer, her untimely death
has been a great shock and loss
to the Society and to her many
friends. As the SHA’s Mark Hurn
expressed it: ‘To lose someone
who had so much to give is such
a tragedy’.

record gained her a place at
Manchester University to read
German, 1966-70. This period
included a gap year based at the
University of Saarbruecken in
1968, where she taught English
in a school. She had a special
liking for Goethe’s work, and
visited his home on Lake Garda.
Madeline’s first love was books,
and she had always aspired to
be a librarian. She helped in the
school library, and during the
holidays worked in Mansfield
Public Library. Graduating
with a BA in 1970, she spent
a year as a trainee librarian
in Hampshire, then went on
to Loughborough Technical
College 1971-72 and gained
a Diploma in Librarianship,
and the following year became
a
Chartered
Librarian.
Temporary assistantships in
Birmingham
then
Cardiff
University libraries led on to
becoming School Librarian and
managing the resources centre
at a comprehensive in Worksop,
1975-92. She taught reading
skills, organised events, and
introduced IT, and after 1985
offered classes in astronomy.
In 1992 she joined the NHS in
the demanding post of Medical
Librarian at King’s Mill Hospital
on the edge of Mansfield, where
responsibilities included training
staff in the use of medical
databases. She retired in 2008.

Madeline was born together
with her twin brother Allan on
5 April 1948 in the village of
Edwinstowe within Sherwood
Forest, about twenty miles north
of Nottingham. She was one of
the three children of Stan Cox, a
coal miner, and his wife Florence.
Educated at a grammar school
in Mansfield, Madeline was still
a schoolgirl aged seventeen in
1965 when she woke up before
dawn to see a sun-grazing comet
streaking through the sky, a
spectacle which sowed the seed
of her interest in astronomy. A
surviving notebook from that
time includes a neat list of stars
in Lyra, with their colours and
magnitudes, and a hand-drawn
sketch for finding them. Later,
Madeline wished she could have
been a professional astronomer,
but the sciences were not As regards her politics, Les
her strong subjects at school. Jepson,
her
long-standing
Nevertheless, a fine academic partner, describes Madeline as

‘always a bit of a soft-centred
Bolshie, but she maintained
that communism only works
for ants, termites and bees - not
human beings. She did her bit
(not for long!) at Greenham
Common in the early 1980s,
protesting against the nuclear
weapons there. She joined the
Peace Camp and for her first
two nights slept, as many did,
under a piece of plastic sheeting
stretched between trees. One
night with the rain hammering
down on the sheet she was
awakened by what she described
as blood curdling screams. She
sat up and asked what was going
on, to be told “Oh! Don’t worry,
its that woman under the next
sheet getting another sprog out”.
Rather disillusioned regarding
the responsibility of some of the
protesters, Madeline left next
day’.
In the early 1980s she moved
to Warsop, a village on the
outskirts of Sherwood Forest.
This move, and Halley’s comet,
were to bring fundamental
changes in her life. Her interest
in astronomy was rekindled by
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the public anticipation in 1985
of the return of Halley’s Comet,
so that she joined the Bassetlaw
Astronomy Society (BAS),
based in Worksop. There she
met Les Jepson who became her
devoted partner and companion.
Les: ‘Madeline and I hit it off
straight away, but we weren’t
an “item” until a few months
later. The BAS organised a trip
to the Cambridge Institute of
Astronomy, with a guided tour
of the domes and the library. We
took our own lunches, but I’d
forgotten any fruit; I only had my
pit-pony sarnies, or some such
Worksopian delicacy. Madeline
gave me a bite of her apple (I kid
you not), and that was it. I know
I should have known better - I
mean, there is a precedent for
this sort of thing!’ Madeline later
told a friend that she regretted
not having had children, but ‘I
didn’t meet the right man until I
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found Les’.
James Ince, Chairman of
Bassetlaw Astronomy Society.
recalls: ‘Three months after
joining our Society, Madeline
became our librarian, and in
subsequent years she hosted a
BBQ at her home, attended our
visits to astronomical places of
interest, and gave many talks on
the history of astronomy to our
and other societies. Madeline
was never a committee member
with Bassetlaw, but a very active
member always willing to help
out. Les Jepson was one of our
founder members in 1976, and
they were well matched since
their principal interests were not
observing. Les is interested in
the technology and especially the
physics of astronomy, Madeline
was fascinated by cosmology,
researching
astronomers,
especially the women (she

was fascinated by ‘Pickering’s
Harem’ of women computers
at Harvard), and enjoying
the literature and the art of
astronomy. They are idealists
and when the Bacup Astronomy
Centre was being established,
for several years they joined the
open days in that bleak place
with its marquee facility and
freezing temperatures, because
they believed in the project. They
are both very knowledgeable,
and instead of joining open
nights on big telescopes, they
enjoyed travelling together
and seeking out the more
obscure history, such as the old
Vatican Observatory, the Berlin
Observatory, and then reporting
back’. Indeed, Madeline found
that membership of the SHA
and her fellowship of the Royal
Astronomical Society (2003)
‘opened many doors’ for her
to pursue her interest. She was
invited to the home of the SHA’s
patron Sir Patrick Moore to
celebrate his eightieth birthday
and fifty years of the Sky at
Night. She was thrilled by the
opportunities to examine first
editions of work by the likes of
Newton and Galileo at Castel
Gandolfo, the Pope’s summer
residence, or rare books in
the Cambridge, Edinburgh or
Chetham’s libraries. ‘There were
some wonderful, breathtaking
old instruments and these
famous first editions of work
by the greats. We also got to see
an old observatory in part of
the Vatican. We went up secret
stair cases as if we were in the
Da Vinci Code’. They returned

two years later for another visit
hosted by Fr Maffeo. Madeline
and Les had an old reflector but
had found it unsatisfactory so
that they preferred Les’ Zeiss
binoculars for observing. In 2012
she purchased a Meade 80 (3¼
inch aperture) with computer
drive, which was highly portable
and enjoyed by them together.
In January 1987 New Scientist
published
a
letter
from
Madeline headed ‘Art & Soul’,
in which she took issue with an
unfortunate Igor Fodon over
his assertion that ‘art people’ are
too prejudiced against science to
look beyond the cover of New
Scientist. Madeline wrote ‘As
an arts graduate and practising
librarian, I enjoy reading articles
on a wide range of subjects
(especially astronomy) …We’re
not all prejudiced bigots with
our heads in the clouds. … I
have written many poems about
science, particularly space’ (six
can be found on the Bassetlaw
Astronomical Society Web site).
Madeline was a Founder
Member of the SHA in 2002, and
a Council Member continuously
since then. Stuart Williams:
‘Madeline was an important part
of and contributor to the success
of the SHA, from the founding
meeting in June 2002 to the
present day. With donations
initially of sixty books plus
runs of journals from a dozen
donors, she first established in
November 2002 and then ran a
Members’ Lending Library by
post, from her home! This facility

continued until 2008 when at
last the now large loan collection
could be moved to merge with
the Reference and Research
Library set up in 2004 by Stuart
Williams and Roger Jones, now in
the Benson Room kindly loaned
by the Birmingham & Midland
Institute.
There
Madeline
did a great deal to catalogue,
document and promote the
SHA collections’. Enhanced
by numerous donations, and
purchases, the Library now
comprises several thousand
books and journals from the
late seventeenth century to date.
In 2010 she published an online catalogue (revised in 2012).
Roger Jones wrote: ‘I will miss
the many days we spent in the
library discussing many subjects
apart from astronomy’. Madeline
had to be prevailed upon to take
over from Gilbert Satterthwaite
as Chairman in October 2011.
He was a hard act to follow, but

Madeline rose to the challenge
and then, supported by Les
Jepson, did a wonderful job for
the Society for three years. In
early 2012 Madeline said: ‘It is
quite daunting because I never
expected to be asked to become
chairman. I was taken aback
at first but thought I would go
for it’. She instigated several
innovations: an annual Peter
Hingley Award to be given at
the Chairman’s discretion to
the member deemed to have
done most for the Society
during the year; research grants
for scholars working in the
history of astronomy; essay
prizes for schools the SHA
managed to involve in its spring
conferences. By her enthusiasm
and such inclusive and modern
initiatives, the pleasure she
showed in meeting and dealing
with members, her lecturing to
astronomical and family history
societies, and joining colleagues
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at astronomy events to publicise
the SHA, Madeline provided
splendid and effective leadership.
A number of tributes from SHA
members included a few from
those who joined directly as a
result of her encouragement such
as Barrie Chacksfield and Karen
Wilson; for example Norma
Foster e-mailed: ‘Although we
only met Madeline recently
at the SHA Summer Picnic at
the NMM [National Maritime
Museum] at Greenwich in July
2014, we were very pleased to join
her and her party for the day. She
very kindly made arrangements
so that we could make the most
of the visit. I also received a
warm letter from Madeline
when I became a member of the
SHA in September 2014 with
notification of the events to
come. I am sure that her warmth
and generosity of spirit will be
greatly missed by all who knew
her, and especially the members
of the SHA’. Jon Maxwell, SHA
Member, wrote: ‘A few years
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ago Madeline asked me to help
her with reconstructing John
Dollond’s prismatic experiment
to
demonstrate
chromatic
aberration and its correction.
My contribution was less than
comprehensive, but I built a
projector to demonstrate how
awful chromatic aberration can
be and we had fun discussing
that result. She generated a
presentation on the Dollond
story, and used the excellent
projector experiment to illustrate
chromatic aberration as part of a
lecture on that subject to local
societies’. Phil Barnard summed
up the general effect Madeline
conveyed: ‘Soon after joining
the SHA I realised that it was a
privilege to know her. All SHA
members will appreciate her
achievement; leading the Society
in recent years, as its Librarian,
and organising and promoting
the Society’s work in her friendly,
reliable and down-to-earth
manner. … There have been a
number of occasions when I
turned to Madeline for help and
it was always given so generously
and without hesitation. Her
most recent communication
was typically with words of
encouragement, which I valued
enormously’.

Heritage Committee. She wrote
book reviews, and widely on
the history of astronomy for
the Society’s own journals.
She
thoroughly
enjoyed
discovering the achievements
of forgotten local astronomers.
For the SHA’s flagship project,
its Survey of British Astronomy
uniquely arranged by county,
she became the co-ordinator
for Nottinghamshire where
she discovered and wrote up
or listed twenty six astronomers
and three old observatories,
and then for Derbyshire, which
she was still working on but
had already discovered eleven
astronomers, twelve associates,
and one old observatory. She
continued as SHA Librarian
even after taking the Chair, and
losing the active help of Stuart
Williams and Roger Jones due to
their circumstances. Asked if he
knew what Madeline considered
her greatest achievement, Les
unhesitatingly replied ‘Becoming
Chairman of the SHA. She
especially enjoyed the Council
meetings, the sociable lunches
beforehand and friendships
formed, and the banter and
effectiveness of the meetings.
She often said “I wish there was
one a week”’.

Madeline was a good friend
to her colleagues, and by her
common
sense
approach
was very influential. She was
concerned about the fate of
old observatories, encouraged
articles about them in the
SHA journals, and sought
participation in the RAS’s

Madeline was a keen swimmer,
walker, gardener, allotment
holder, and environmentalist.
She was a member of the Warsop
Pathways and Countryside
Group,
environmentalists
who keep hedgerows tidy and
improve habitat. Hence in
January 2004 after President

George W. Bush announced that
American would return to the
Moon and go to Mars, the BBC
News Homepage Web site sought
opinions on ‘Are Mars missions

worth the money?’ Madeline
commented in robust terms that
typically reflect her ecological
idealism and practical common
sense: ‘Yes, I think we should

explore space but not exploit it.
We’ve messed up this planet so
I don’t see why we should spoil
another one. So go and have a
look but no digging for usable

The first page of the astronomical notebook that Madeline kept
during her time at the Manor Grammar School, Mansfield in the
mid-1960s. Details of the stars in Lyra are listed, together with
a chart for finding them.
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been working with her for a
short while, I was so grateful
to have such an experienced
and supportive member of
the committee with a deep
knowledge and understanding
of astronomy and librarianship.
This is a very sad loss’.

resources, please. And we should
also have more international cooperation - what a ridiculous
waste of money to have duplicate
probes at the same time!’ She
was always very interested
in archaeology, particularly
landscape
archaeology.
In
2005 she and Les joined the
new ‘Friends of Thynghowe’
group that aims to promote the
archaeology, history since Viking
times, and preservation of this
hilly assembly site in Sherwood
Forest on the border between the
kingdoms of Northumbria and
Mercia.

Madeline believed that ‘Everyone
is interested in astronomy to
some extent. It is the thought of
“what is out there?” and “are we
alone?”’ Perhaps these ideas lie
behind her poem The Origin of
the Universe, the whole of which
can be read on the Bassetlaw
Astronomical Society Web site,
and of which the closing verses
are:
Then came the stars and planets
too
And life on earth got started.
It formed four billion years ago,
Before exams were thought of.
How will it end? Where did it
start?
Why did these things occur?
The mysteries abound, my friend
–
We still don’t know for sure.

Is our world open? Is it closed?
Unique, or simply one
Of many that have come and
gone?
In 2014 Madeline joined the The quest goes on and on.
RAS Library Committee, and
made her mark. Her colleague That missing mass, those quasars
there, RAS Librarian and bright,
Archivist Sian Prosser, wrote: Black holes and G.U.T.
‘I knew Madeline as a member I cannot solve them all right
of the Library Committee of now –
the RAS, and although I’d only Least not till after tea.
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Madeline had recently given
up her allotment and had
relinquished her position as
a walk leader because of her
emphysema, and had been a
little unwell with a bronchial
chesty cough since before
Christmas, so that on Monday
12 January her doctor prescribed
antibiotics. However, there was
no hint of real difficulty. In the
immediately preceding days she
had been utterly delighted to
be advised that a nomination
that she had initiated and
written had resulted in the RAS
awarding its prestigious JacksonGwilt Medal to our Honorary
President Dr Allan Chapman.
A letter she had written to
the RAS’s journal Astronomy
& Geophysics to publicise the
SHA appears in the February
issue (2015, 56, p1.8). She
was preparing her own lecture
notes for presentation to local
Midlands astronomical societies

where she was well known. On
Monday she had talked to and
e-mailed SHA colleagues, was
looking forward to the coming
year, was busy arranging the
Autumn Conference, and was
organising SHA business in her
usual optimistic way. By Tuesday
we had lost her.
The SHA’s Honorary President
Dr Allan Chapman wrote:
‘I first met Madeline at the
Astronomy Centre at Bacup,
high on the windswept Pennines,
somewhere around 1990. Like
me, Madeline was not primarily
an observational astronomer, but
was fascinated by the history of
the subject, and by the wealth of
curious, colourful, and inspired
characters who were its founders
and pioneers. Thereafter we
met many times, and I saw her
as a driving force in the SHA,
tempered by her sense of humour
and her kindness. I only recently
discovered and vastly appreciate
the initiative which she took on
my behalf regarding the JacksonGwilt Medal, for I sincerely

appreciate this honour. Madeline
told me that she was keen to
come and see me presented
with the Medal. I am sure that,
through all the vast bounds of
space, time, and infinity, she will
be there in the spirit’.
There is some truth in the saying
‘It is not how long you live,
but how you live that matters’.
Perhaps for Madeline we can
draw some small comfort from
that, because clearly she was
a bright star in the firmament
of many people, and made a
difference: with Les, her family,
friends, students she taught
or colleagues she trained, and
upon the SHA. For the Society’s
Honorary Vice-President Sir
Arnold Wolfendale ‘She was a
gem, and will be sorely missed’.
Clive
Davenhall,
Founder
Member and SHA Councillor:
‘She
made
an
immense
contribution to the SHA. Her
loss is sad beyond words’. Kevin
Johnson added: ‘Madeline has
been so effective and popular as
Chairman, a role she has made
her own, and as an ambassador

Madeline contemplates a day’s work at her allotment.

to the SHA and the history of
astronomy in general. It is hard
to contemplate the SHA without
Madeline as she was a constant
presence and her enthusiasm
was infectious in everything she
was involved with or tackled’.
Madeline has left her mark, even
though she missed the final cup
of tea she needed to finish work
on the Origin of the Universe.
She is survived by her partner
Les Jepson, her parents, and
elder brother Michael.
Roger Hutchins
[Madeline’s funeral was held
on 10 February 2015 at 12:30
pm in St Peter and St Paul
Church, Warsop, a beautiful old
church close to her home, with
the service conducted by Miss
Pat Brewin. The church was
packed with Madeline’s relatives,
friends and current and former
colleagues, including her French
teacher from school, German
teacher from University, local
astronomers, friends from school
and ex-colleagues at the King’s
Mill Hospital. The SHA Honorary
President, Dr Allan Chapman,
gave a short tribute, which was
well-received. In addition to Les
Jepson and Dr Chapman five
other SHA members were present
for the service and subsequent
reception in the adjacent Parish
Centre. Immediately after the
service there was a brief, private
interment in the nearby cemetery
attended by close relatives.
Madeline’s ‘SHA Chairman’
badge was buried with her. – Ed.]
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Madeline Cox: an Incomplete Bibliography
Throughout the lifetime of the SHA Madeline contributed regularly to its
publications. Her most significant contributions were the four papers that
she published in The Antiquarian Astronomer:
‘Edward J. Lowe and the Nottingham Observatories’, 2004, 1, pp6-10,
‘Women in Astronomy: an Essay Review’, 2006, 3, pp19-30,
‘Some Nottinghamshire Astronomers’, 2008, 4, pp23-34,
‘Women in Astronomy: An Essay Review Part 2’, 2008, 4, pp35-40.
In addition, she regularly contributed to the Bulletin. She wrote ‘Library
News’ and ‘Books Noticed’ items for virtually every issue and also
contributed numerous book reviews and articles, including:
‘The Mystery of the Moon Illusion’, 2002, 1, p10 (book review),
Agnes Mary Clerke and the Rise of Astrophysics’, 2003, 2, p8 (book
review),
‘The “Beeston Lighthouse” and Edward J. Lowe’, 2003, 2, p8,
‘Oxford Dictionary of Astronomy (Revised edition)’, 2004, 5, p16 (book review),
‘The Transit of Venus: the Brief, Brilliant life of Jeremiah Horrocks, Father of British astronomy’ 2005,
6, p13 (book review),
‘The Book Nobody Read: Chasing the Revolutions of Nicolaus Copernicus’, 2005, 7, p16 (book
review),
‘John Michell - a Mystery Solved’, 2005, 8, p16,
‘Treasures of the SHA Library’, 2006, 11, p16,
‘Setting Sail for the Universe: Astronomers and their Discoveries’, 2006, 11, p17 (book review),
‘Revolutionaries of the COSMOS: the Astro-physicists’, 2006, 11, p18 (book review),
‘The First Copernican: Georg Joachim Rheticus and the Rise of the Copernican Revolution’, 2007, 14,
p25 (book review),
‘Astronomy Research at the British Library’, 2008, 17, p37,
‘Ancient Georgian Astronomy’, 2009, 18, p33 (book review),
‘Observing and Cataloguing Nebulae and Star Clusters From Herschel to Dreyer’s New General
Catalogue’, 2012, 22, p43 (book review),
Madeline published several letters in non-SHA publications, including the Journal of the BAA (2010,
120, p116) and most recently the RAS Astronomy & Geophysics (2015, 56, p1.8) which appeared
posthumously.
Finally the two articles that Les Jepson published in the Newsletter (November 2003, 3, pp2-5 and
November 2006, 12, pp12-14) describing his and Madeline’s visits to first the Vatican Observatory,
Castel Gandolfo and then the Tower of the Winds (the original Vatican Observatory) in the Vatican
itself should also be mentioned, as should Les’ article on Madeline officiating in the unveiling of a
plaque to Edward Lowe on p7 of the present issue.
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Obituary: Richard
Chambers
Compiled by Clive Davenhall

Richard Chambers first became
interested in astronomy as a
boy aged eleven and retained
his enthusiasm for the subject
throughout his life. During
the 1950s he attended evening
classes given by H.P. Wilkins,
the notable BAA Lunar Section
Director. In 1961 he was involved
in founding the Crayford Manor
House Astronomical Society
(CMHAS), which was initially
an off-shoot of Wilkins’ evening
classes. (The Society is named
after the institution where the
evening classes were held.)
He remained involved in the
CMHAS for the rest of his life
and was its Honorary Secretary
for its first twenty-eight years.

SHA Founder Member Richard
Henry Chambers DMS, FIMMM,
MRSC died on 12 November
2012, aged 81, following an
illness. He had joined the SHA
on 3 August 2002, becoming FM
67. Richard Chambers was born
in Greenwich on 19 September
1931, the son of a First World
War ‘Old Contemptible’. He
was one of four children, but
was particularly close to a twin
brother who was tragically
killed in an air crash in 1951. He
initially attended local schools
but his education was disrupted
He joined the BAA in 1962
by the Second World War
and would also remain actively
and consequent evacuation to
involved with that Association
Devon.
for the rest of his life; his final
year saw the fiftieth anniversary
In 1947 he began work at Telcon
of his membership. He became
Plastics, initially as a Laboratory
a member of the BAA Library
Assistant. He would remain
Committee where his extensive
with this firm for most of the
knowledge of rare books proved
rest of his career, apart from an
invaluable. When the BAA
interruption for National Service,
decided to dispose of many
eventually rising to the position
of these books his expertise
of Chief Chemist. During this
allowed it to maximise the
period he obtained an HNC in
return that it obtained from
Chemistry and an Associateship
them. Latterly he served the
of the Plastics Institute. He left
BAA as its first Archivist during
Telcon in the late 1980s and
which time he brought its
then had relatively brief spells
archives to good order, again
as Technical Manager for a
rendering the Association (and
powder coating company and
future historians of astronomy)
as a Science Master at Cannock
an invaluable service.
School, Orpington. During his
career he was involved in several
Through the CMHAS he became
professional
societies
and
involved in the photoelectric
standards committees and was
photometry of variable stars.
the author of numerous BSI and
As part of this work he was
ISO standards.
instrumental in setting up the

PALC
(Professional-Amateur
Liaison Committee) for variable
stars, which met for six years
before it was superseded by
e-mail. He was also responsible
for recovering three of H.P.
Wilkins’ lunar notebooks. These
documents had passed to Edwin
Deavin, Wilkins’ assistant at
Crayford Manor House, and
then to Deavin’s relatives on the
latter’s death. Richard Chambers
was able to locate the notebooks
and their current owners kindly
surrendered them. They are now
held by the National Maritime
Museum, Greenwich and the
BAA Lunar Section has scans in
its archive.
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Richard Chambers was a keen
sportsman and had many
interests outside astronomy,
but he never married. He was
well-known and respected in
the CMHAS, BAA and wider
astronomical community. He
will be much missed.
[This obituary was compiled from
material kindly supplied by Keith
Lawrey and Nick James and their
assistance is greatly appreciated.
Nick James has also published
an obituary (J. Brit. Astron.
Assoc., 2013, 123, pp46-47) and
further information is available
on the CHMAS Web site. – Clive
Davenhall.]

Kenneth Goward
Remembered
Many members will
remember Ken Goward
(1952-2009) who was one of
the individuals instrumental
in setting up the SHA
and who served as its first
Treasurer until his untimely
death in 2009. Lorraine, his
widow, has kindly sent this
photograph of his memorial
headstone in the grounds
of St Martin’s Church,
Tuddenham St Martin.

The Old Astronomer
Though my soul may set in
darkness, it will rise in perfect
light;
I have loved the stars too fondly
to be fearful of the night.
I must say Good-bye, my pupil,
for I cannot longer speak;
Draw the curtain back for
Venus, ere my vision grows too
weak:
It is strange the pearly planet
should look red as fiery Mars,—
God will mercifully guide me on
my way amongst the stars.
Illustration from Jan Luiken, Spiegel
van het menselijk bedrijf, Amsterdam,
1695 (courtesy
Museum Meermanno, Huis van het
boek (House of the Book), The Hague).
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to His Pupil’, by Sarah Williams
(1837-68). It was first published
in her Twilight Hours of 1868.
The line ‘I have loved the stars
too fondly to be fearful of the
night’ is sometimes mistakenly
attributed to Galilieo.
Further reading

Sarah Williams, 1868, Twilight
Hours: A Legacy of Verse, with
a Memoir by E.H. Plumptre
(London: Strahan & Co). A
complete on-line version is
available at URL https://archive.
org/details/cu31924091181317.
Sarah Williams
In addition, complete copies
The above lines are taken from the of ‘The Old Astronomer’ are
poem ‘The Old Astronomer’, also available at numerous locations
known as ‘The Old Astronomer on-line.

Postcards from a Lost
Planet III: The Angry
Planet
Clive Davenhall
I am grateful to Martyn Satterthwaite
for allowing me to reproduce in
the Bulletin the newspaper cutting
opposite which he found amongst
his father’s papers. It reports a radio
broadcast that his father, past SHA
Chairman Gilbert Satterthwaite
(see p33), made while a schoolboy,
describing his interest in astronomy.
Gilbert is reported as being fourteen
years old, so the article would have
been published in 1948 or 1949,
presumably in the local newspaper. It
tells how Gilbert developed a serious
interest in astronomy through
attending public lectures, notably
those of Dr A.F. O’D. Alexander, an
influence that he always gratefully
acknowledged. However, it also
mentions that his interest in the
subject was first piqued by reading
The Angry Planet, a novel about an
expedition to Mars. Gilbert related
the same story to me over sixty years
later when we were talking after his
presentation on Being an Astronomer
at the Royal Observatory in the 1950s
to the 2012 SHA Spring Conference
at the National Maritime Museum,
Greenwich. He kindly agreed to
write a piece for the Bulletin about
this book and its role at the inception
of his astronomical career. Alas, that
article will never be written now, and
I can only offer the present short note
as a poor substitute.
The Angry Planet by John Keir Cross
(1914-67) was first published by
Peter Lunn (London) in 1945. It is
a tale aimed at an audience of older
children (though perhaps it would be
marketed as ‘young adult’ today) that
spins a yarn of interplanetary travel
and adventure. In the then-present
or very near future a reclusive but
monied scientist
is developing a rocket for
interplanetary travel and the

inaugural flight is set to be a trip
to Mars. Three children, aged
between eleven and fourteen
and relatives of the scientist,
stowaway on the rocket and
become the heroes and central
characters of the story. In due
course the expedition arrives
at Mars, where they find two
dominant species, both mobile
and intelligent plants. One,
‘The Beautiful People’ welcome
the travellers; the other ‘The
Terrible Ones’ wage implacable
war on the Beautiful People.
After various adventures the
Terrible Ones are defeated and the
travellers return to Earth.
Cross wrote a sequel, SOS From Mars,
also published as The Red Journey
Back, that was set one year after the
original, though it was
published nine years later, which tells
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of two further journeys to the Red
Planet.
John Keir Cross was born in
Lanarkshire. He worked for the BBC
writing radio scripts before the War
and adopting novels for television
after it. He wrote both for juvenile
and adult audiences under his own
name and several pseudonyms, often
on science fiction or supernatural
themes, and also edited several
anthologies of supernatural tales. He
is probably best remembered for The
Other Passenger (1944), a collection
of subtle fantasy short stories.
The two Martian novels are his most
important juvenile science fiction.
Both sold well on either side of the
Atlantic and were reprinted, and
The cover of the first edition of The Angry there was a Swedish edition of The
Planet, with illustrations by Robin Jacques Angry Planet. An important factor in
(courtesy John Clute and the Encyclopedia the books’ success was undoubtedly
of Science Fiction; see URL http://sftheir striking cover and interior
encyclopedia.uk/gallery.php?id=KierCross- illustrations by the renowned fantasy
Angry.jpg)
illustrator Robin Jacques (192095) which brought the story to life.
(Jacques was the brother of the
popular actress Hattie Jacques.)
In common with virtually all preMariner 4 Martian science fiction,

the astronomy of the stories seems
hopelessly dated now. The plots have
implausibilities and coincidences
and the young heroes are central
to events in a way that they would
not be in real life, all of which is the
stock-in-trade of juvenile fiction.
Nonetheless, if read and accepted in
their own terms they are engrossing
tales to capture a young imagination
and, in Gilbert’s case, spark a lifelong interest in astronomy.
Further reading
Copies of The Angry Planet and
other works by John Keir Cross
are readily available from on-line
second-hand
booksellers.
Keir
Cross has a brief entry in the online Encyclopedia of Science Fiction
(URL http://www.sf-encyclopedia.
com/entry/cross_john_keir). Robin
Jacques has a brief Wikipedia entry
(URL http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Robin_Jacques) and The Independent
published an obituary on 23 March
1995 (available at URL http://www.
independent.co.uk/news/people/
obituary-robin-jacques-1612378.
html).

Contributions for the Bulletin
Contributions for the Bulletin are always most welcome. Possible items include, but are not limited to,
meeting (and other event) reports, articles, letters, reviews, obituaries, contributions to the Observatory
Scrapbook series and snippets for inclusion in the ‘News’. In the case of meeting reports and reviews it
is always prudent to check with the Editor in advance to avoid inadvertent duplication. Articles can be
on any aspect of the history of astronomy or kindred subjects and usually do not present new research
(the Society publishes papers presenting significant original research in the history of astronomy in
The Antiquarian Astronomer). Meeting reports and articles typically contain up to 2000 words and
reviews 500-1000 words, but these figures are guidelines not rules.
Contributions should preferably be sent as attachments to e-mail messages, though paper contributions
are also welcome. Electronic documents can be accepted in most modern word-processing formats.
All contributions and communication should be addressed to the Bulletin Editor; contact details are
given on p50.
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Forthcoming
and Events

Meetings

Clive Davenhall
The following meetings and
events are arranged for 2015.
Unless noted otherwise, booking
is necessary for meetings.
Except where noted the events
are organised by the SHA. For
further details of SHA events
see the most recent issue of the
eNews or the Society’s Web site.
The details of non-SHA events
are checked as far as possible
but cannot be guaranteed.
Items for inclusion in this list in
future issues of the Bulletin are
welcome. They should be sent to
the editorial address inside the
back page.

2015
Sat. 4 Jul. Summer Picnic, at
Woolsthorpe Manor, birthplace
and family home of Sir Isaac
Newton, near Grantham. The
picnic will include a tour of the
house and a visit to Colsterworth
Church.
Sun. 23 - Sat. 28 Aug. INSAP
IX: Ninth Conference on the
Inspiration of Astronomical
Phenomena, to be held at
Gresham College, London. See
URL: http://www.insapix.org/

(non-SHA event).

and the revolutionary techniques
developed for scientific study,
Sat. 31 Oct. SHA Autumn shaped the history of photography
Conference and AGM, at the BMI and
heavily
influenced
in central Birmingham.
modern and contemporary art
photographers.
Mon. 9 - Sun. 15 Nov. SEAC
2015: Astronomy in Past and The exhibition includes some of
Present
Cultures.
Annual the earliest photographic images
meeting of the Société Européene from the National Photography
pour L’Astronomie dans la Collection by figures such as
Culture (SEAC) to be hosted William Henry Fox Talbot
by the University of Rome. See and Eadweard Muybridge.
URL http://www.brera.inaf.it/ Highlights include the original
SEAC2015/ (non-SHA event).
photographic print of an X-Ray
(displayed for the first time),
the earliest recorded images
Exhibitions
of the Moon and nineteenth
century photographs capturing
Two forthcoming exhibitions at the hidden beauty of electrical
the Science Museum, London discharges.
may be of interest to some
members. For further details From Fri 18 Sep. Cosmonauts:
see the Science Museum’s Birth of the Space Age. A
Web site at URL http://www. collection of spacecraft and
sciencemuseum.org.uk/home. artefacts from the early Soviet
aspx
space programme, the most
significant such collection ever
Fri. 20 Mar - Sun. 13 Sep. to be exhibited in the UK. The
Revelations: Experiments in exhibition will explore the
Photography. An exhibition of historical, cultural and spiritual
early scientific photography and context of space travel in the
its perhaps surprising influence Soviet Union, which was shaped
on modern and contemporary by the turbulent early decades
art. From the 1840s scientists of the twentieth century, and
used photography to record illustrate the influence it had
and measure phenomena which on Russian culture during this
lay beyond human vision. The period.
beauty of this early photography
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SHA Contacts
Hon. President

Dr Allan Chapman

Hon. Vice Presidents

Dr Michael Hoskin, Prof. Sir Arnold Wolfendale, FRS

Chairman

vacant

Acting Chairman

Kevin Kilburn*

General Secretary
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Bob Bower*
membership@shastro.org.uk
Tigh Na Bruaich, Port Logan, Stranraer, DG9 9NE

Treasurer

Roger Hutchins*

roger.hutchins@btinternet.com

Publicity Secretary

Mike Leggett*

leggett189@btinternet.com

Events Coordinator

vacant

kevinkilburn@sky.com

Editor,
Ian Ridpath
ian@ianridpath.com
The Antiquarian Astronomer 48, Otho Court, Brentford, Middlesex, TW8 8PY
Editor, SHA Bulletin

Clive Davenhall*
newsletter@shastro.org.uk
30, Millar Crescent, Morningside, Edinburgh, EH10 5HH

Editor, eNews

David Sellers*

enews@shastro.org.uk
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Stuart Williams

a.stuart.williams@gmail.com

Archivist

Mark Hurn

hurnm@ast.cam.ac.uk

Survey Coordinator

Kevin Johnson*

kevin.liam.johnson@gmail.com

Historical Records Officer

Anthony Kinder

Co-opted Councillor
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* – Councillor as well as Officer.
Communications to the Society should be directed to the General Secretary in the first instance.
All correspondence about the Bulletin should be sent to the Bulletin Editor.
SHA Web Site:
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To the Moon and Beyond
Clive Davenhall
The striking poster overleaf
is advertising To the Moon
and Beyond, a short film
shown at the 1964/65 New
York World Fair. The fair
ran for two seasons, 22 April
- 18 October 1964 and 21
April - 17 October 1965, and
many of the exhibits were
imbued with the optimism
of the early space age. To the
Moon and Beyond was in
this vein, taking its viewers
on an incredible voyage to
the Moon and on to the
outermost reaches of space.
The film was produced in 1963 by the Graphic Films Corporation for Cinerama Inc. who exhibited
it. It was unusual in being filmed using a camera with a single ‘fisheye’ lens and shown by projection
into the interior of a dome screen (similar to the projection in a planetarium). The process was
known as ‘The New CINERAMA - 360 Process’.
Much of the artwork for the fisheye photography was produced by a then-young Douglas Trumbull,
under the direction of Benjamin Jackson and cinematographer James Dickson. Stanley Kubrick
was so impressed by the film that he hired Trumbull as Special Effects Supervisor for 2001, A
Space Odyssey, for which he was justifiably celebrated. He has subsequently been Special Effects
Supervisor or Director of a number of innovative films, including Silent Running, Close Encounters
of the Third Kind, Blade Runner and more recently Tree of Life.
The dome in which the film was shown was part of the Transportation and Travel Pavilion and was
itself a notable feature: a ninety-six feet high hemisphere with an outer plastic covering featuring
an accurate relief map of the Moon.
Further reading
Information on To the Moon and Beyond is relatively scarce. Wikipedia has a brief entry (URL
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/To_the_Moon_and_Beyond) and Douglas Trumbull’s Web site (URL
http://douglastrumbull.com/) has a few details.
(The exterior of the dome used to project To the Moon and Beyond must be one of the largest lunar
globes ever made. If you know of a larger one, or indeed other large ones, then send the details to the
Bulletin and we will be pleased to publish your letters. – Ed.)
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This colourful poster advertised the innovative short film To the Moon and Beyond screened at the 1964/65
New York World Fair. See overleaf for details.
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